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The problem. The problem of this study was to investigate the
organizational communication models of large high schools. The purpose
was to develop a model for electronic linkage of organizational
communication in large high schools.

Procedure. A thorough review of the literature in 1) management and
educational administrative theory, 2) educational administrative
communication theory, and 3) organizational communication theory, was
conducted in order to determine what administrative communication or
organizational communication models existed for use by practicing
educational administrators of large high schools (defined as schools
with enrollments with 1000 or more students). Since no adequate models
were found, the relatively new field of Organizational Communication was
studied for the purpose of finding models in management that could be
adapted for use in the educational setting. Using information, models,
and ideas from the Organizational Communication field, the Model for
Electronic Linkage of Organizational Communication in Large High Schools
(ELOC Model) was developed.

Findings. The ELOC Model uses the physical linkage of computer
networking as its' basis for completing organizational communication.
Schools have daily repetitive communication events such as attendance,
grading, scheduling, discipline, and announcements which the model
addressed. Since each teacher acts as a middle manager in large high
schools, the computer linkage allows communication to and between any
staff member and the administration. Other organizational communication
uses or functions are: 1) organizational functions such as curriculum,
testing, activities, budget, and personnel uses; 2) communication both
formally and informally; 3) human input of information for the
organizations goals. The ELOC Model also addressed twelve
organ~zational communication problems prevalent in most organizations,
showing how it could eliminate each of the twelve.

Conclusions and Recommendations. The ELOC Model has promise as a means
of solving the organizational communication needs of large high schools.
The model must be implemented and evaluated before any conclusions can
be drawn. However, large high schools are large organizations and as
such must move from the bureaucratic age to the information age. The
Model for Electronic Linkage of Organizational Communication in Large
High Schools is a total environment organizational communication model
adapted to the struLture and needs of large high schools and can be
continually expanded as technology expands our environments and
communication capabilities.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Large high schools are large organizations. The essence of any

large organization is its abi 11 ty to communicate wi thin and outside of

itself. "Communication is the critical process in organizations

because organizations consist of people who spend the majority of their

time communicating. "I

Some writers believe that interpersonal communication by the

principal is the major contributing factor to high school organizational

success. Communication is one of the chief concerns of secondary school

principals, and they recognize that effective communication is a key to

h . d . . 2t e1r success as a m1n1strators.

Others such as Abrell, speak of communication in a high school

organization as a vague system. "Successful communication by frontline

administrators is the very warp and woof of a productive educational

o rg am za t i on , In fact, some people believe that communication and

leadership are practically synonymous. Managing , motivating,

1 Mary J. Culnan and James H. Bai r , "Human Communication Needs and
Organizational Productivity: The Potential Impact of Office
Automation," Journal ~ the American Society for Information/Science,
May 1983, 215.

2 Lloyd E. McCleary, "Communications in Large Secondary Schools, It

NASSP Bulletin, February 1968, p. 48.

1
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persuading, facilitating, and helping are largely dependent upon the

1successful flow of communication. n

But what is communication? Webster's Third New International

Dictionary defines communication as, "the act or action of imparting or

transmitting; information communicated; a verbal or written message; a

process by which information is exchanged between individuals through a

common system of symbols, signs, 2
or behavior." Shirley Boes Neill

writing for the National Association of Secondary School Principals

describes communication as "the process in human relations of passing

3information and understanding from one person to another."

Communication is one of those concepts which assumes
different meanings depending upon the context of use. Dance
reviewed a large body of literature and found 15 separate
definitions of the term "communication" which in his
estimation, represented 15 distinct underlying conceptual
themes ranging from power to understanding. We define
communication as the interaction of one or more humans where
information ks exchanged that ultimately has meaning to the
participants.

Effective communication in large high schools has long been

identified as a problem. The study of administrative communication •••

reveals a minimal amount of research related to the process of

5
admi nis trator communication and the ski 118 which underlie the process.

1 Ron Abre Ll , "Preventing Communications Breakdowns,"
BcLl.e t.Ln , April 1984, p , 97 ..

NASSP

1981.

2 "Communication," Webster's Thi rd New International Dictionary ~

3 Shirley Boe s Neill, Tips for Principals (Reston, Va.: National
Association of Secondary School Principals. 1983).

4 Culnan and Bair, p. 216.

5 Je r ry Valen ti ne , II Audi t
Instrumentation for Researcher and
Education~ Oct. 1981, p. 1.

of Administrator Communication:
Practitioner," Peabody Journal of
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Furthermore most large high schools operate with narrow, faulty, one-way

h 1 f . i 1canne s 0 coanauru car; on.

Because large high schools are typically flat organizations,

communication within the organization is difficult. 2 For the principal

and all staff members to communicate on a daily basis is nearly

i mpossi b l.e , To elicit input from all staff members many times takes

days. First the message must be planned. The medium for disseminating

the message must be developed and put into motion. Time must be given

for receipt of the message, evaluation, and return of the response

desi red. Then the responses must be tabulated and formulated into an

overall response. This is not a very effective or efficient method of

communication. Perhaps this is why Kusimo and Erlandson say that lImost

attempts by subordinates to shape policy are in private communication

with the leader. As a result, organizational policy often is a result

of sequential, sometimes conflicting, decisions that are made in

response to the demands of particular areas of responsibility rather

. i h 1 ,,3than to the needs of the organlzat on as a woe.

Statement of the Problem

The organizational communication needs of large high schools must

be imp roved. Can a model for electronic linkage of Organizational

Communication in large high schools be developed to meet the

organizational communication needs of large high schools?

1 Patricia S. Kusimo and David
Communications in a Large High School, If

p , 18.

2 Kusimo and Erlandson, p. 18.

3 Ibid., p. 18.

A. Erlandson, "Instructional
NASSP Bulletin, Nov. 1983,
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Purpose of This Study

It is the purpose of this study to create a model for electronic

linkage of organizational communication in large high schools.

Defini tions

1) The term "interactive computer system" refers to a network of

linked computers that have the capability to communicate with each other

through software similar to electronic mailing.

2) The term "organizational communication" is defined as:

an interchange of information between systems or parts of
systems where: (1) output information from one or several
control systems causes work processes in one or several other
control systems, and (2) the communication process interfaces
organizational systems in different contingencies, so that
they are able to function as a social system in a compatible
and coordinated 1 fashion to achieve organizational and
individual goals.

(3) The te rm "large high school", shall refer to high schools wi th

enrollments larger than 1,000 students.

Introduction ~ Subsequent chapters

The discussion of a model for electronic linkage of organizational

communication in large high schools (ELOC) commences with Chapter II

wi th a review of the li terature of: 1) management and educational

administration theory, 2) educational administrative communication

theory, and 3) organizational communication theory.

Why have an overview of management and educational administration

theory? Educational administration theory is heavily based upon and

influenced by management theory, practices, and principles. In order to

1 Gerald M. Goldhaber, et a L; Information Strategies: New Pathways
to Corporate Power, (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1979),
p , 335.
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better understand educational administration it must be viewed in light

of its sources. The overview of management theory will also help

establish the role of communication in large organizations. The

knowledge obtained concerning communication can be used to establish the

relevance and practicality of the ELOC model.

A review of the literature of educational administrative

communication theory will provide the research background and knowledge

base for the exposition of a model for electronic linkage of

organizational communication in large high schools. With that knowledge

the model will have a basis of information and a research background

that will establish its functionality, practicality, and need.

Finally an overview of organizational communication will be used

for the knowledge base that it can contribute to the ELOC model.

Because of the relative newness of this field of study, its timely

research, studies, and knowledge certainly must be included in any

organizational communication study.

Wi th the review of the li terature providing a base of information

and knowledge Chapter Three will show the basis in need and will develop

the model for electronic linkage of organizational communication in

large high schools (ELOC). The ELOC model will be supported from

communication theory, organizational communication, high school

organization, and management theory. The model will then be used to

address organizational communication needs and problems found in most

large high schools.

Chapter Four will present a methodology for evaluating the ELOC

model. Ethnographic studies will be described and their relation to the

evaluation of the model wi 11 be di scu s sed , How an ethnographic

evaluation could be conducted to evaluate the ELOC model wi 11 also be
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presented.

Chapter Five will present the conclusions drawn from the model and

make recommendations for further study in this new area of study.



CHAPTER II

Survey of Related Li terature

In this chapter literature and research will be reviewed in

relationship to three major areas related to the model: 1) management

and educational administration theory, 2) educational administration

communication theory, and 3) organizational communication. The ELOC

model must be viewed from an overall organizational perspective and it

is for this reason that these three areas must be reviewed in order to

show the development and background upon which the model is based.

Management and Educational Administration

An understanding of an organizational communication model for large

high schools can only be envisioned through a knowledge and

understanding of the background of educational communication theory and

educational administration theory. These in turn are based upon

management theory. Therefore a brief overview of management and

educational administration theory will be presented as the cornerstone

for understanding educational administration communication theory and

its business correlate organizational communication theory.

Management theory has evolved from the writings of various

individuals especially in the last century. Today's management

theorists group these writers into three schools or groups of scholars

who share a common viewpoint about organizational behavior. These three

7



schools are:

1Systems.

8

1) Scientific Management, 2) Human Relations, and 3)

The Scientific Management School originated in 1911 and
was popular until the 1930s; the Human Relations School then
predominated unt.I 1 the 19608, when the Systems School became
preeminent. While each of the first two approaches to
organizational theory had its "day," neither has faded
completely from sight nor been completely replaced by the
school that followed it. In fact, there are still followers
of the Scientific Management School today, and the Human
Relations School has by no means been made completely obsolete
by the Systems viewpoint. Indeed, each of the earlier sch201s
had a strong influence on the now-dominant Systems School.

Educational Administration theory has its foundations in management

theory • Almost all of the best known textbooks in educational

administration review for the reader management theory in treating the

historical development of views of the worker in the organization and of

3organizational management theory.

The major contributors to the Scientific Management School are

Frederik Taylor, Henri Fayol, and Max Weber.

In 1911 Fredrick Taylor published his influential book entitled

Scientific Management. His major premise was that work operations could

be broken down analyzed and then the best possible method devised to

complete the work in the most efficient and effective manner.

describes the five basic principles of Scientific Management:

His book

1. To gather all traditional knowledge and classify,

Ferguson, Intercom:
Jersey: Hayden Book

1 Steward Ferguson and Sherry Devereaux
Readings in Organizational Communicati on (New
Company, 1980). pp. 2-3.

2 3Ferguson and Ferguson, pp. 2- •

3 Norman J. Boyan, Administration of Educational Institutions,
Vol. I. Encyclopedia of Educational Research (New York: Macmillan,
1982). p , 24.
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tabulate, and reduce it to rules, laws, and formulas so as to
help workers in their daily work.

2. To develop a science for each element of man's work to
replace the rule-of-thumb method.

3. To scientifically select and then train, teach, and
develop the worker.

4. To Cooperate with workers to ensure that work is done
according to developed scientific principles.

5. To effect an almost equal division of work and
responsibility between workers and managers; that is, managers
are to be1given work for which they are best fitted, as are
employees.

Taylor believed that each worker was basically irrational but with the

proper training and monetary rewards the worker could be developed to

maximum potential.

The function of the manager or leader under Scientific Management

was to set up and enforce performance criteria to meet the goals of the

company or organization. The main focus was on the needs of the

i i d h d f h 'd' 'd 1 2organ zat on an not t e nee sot e 1n lVl ua •

Frederick Taylor had little to say about communication since his

emphasis was on organizational structure and individual worker behavior.

To Taylor, communication was formal, hierarchial, and planned. Its

purpose was to get the work done, increase productivity, and to increase

efficiency. Taylorism viewed communication as one-sided, vertical (top-

down), and task re la ted.

\fuat effects did Taylor's work have upon educational

administration? Certainly administrators were also looking for

1 Fredrick W. Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Management (New
York: Harper and Row, 1911)-:-PP. 36-37.

2 Paul
Organi za ti onal
p , 85.

Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard, Management of
Behavior (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1982),
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punctuality, standardization of work, specialization, and efficiency.

During this time period large high schools were being established in

many larger cities. Efficiency was established by maintaining large

class sizes of specialized subjects. One teacher taught several groups

of students or sections of the same subject--thus greater efficiency,

less planning was needed, standardization of work was achieved, and time

standards could be maintained. The beginnings of the modern high school

organization came into being. Management theory in education took its

cues from private business which was experiencing change at a faster

rate than were the traditional school. 1

About the same time that Taylor was being recognized in America for

his book on Scientific Management, Henri Fayol was writing in France.

His book entitled Administration Industrielle et Generale was published

in 1916. In it he described what he considered to be his five tasks of

management: 1) planning - developing the strategy of the organization

to achieve its goals through the assessment of markets, economy, labor,

and materials; 2) organizing - combining the materials, labor, and

equipment to efficiently achieve the goals of the organization; 3)

commanding - carrying out the goal-oriented acti vi ty of the

organization; 4) coordi nati ng - unifying the efforts of the

organization; 5) controlling - seeking compliance with the rules and

procedures of the organization.

Fayol concentrated his efforts on explaining the workings
of the administrative levels of the organization. He
maintained that it was possible to devise a set of principles
of administration that could be universally applied in order
to improve the practice of management. As a result of his
belief and study (conducted primarily in the coal mining

1 Jon Wiles and Joseph Bondi, Principles ~ School Administration
(COlumbus, Oh s : Charles E. Merrill, 1983), p , 10.
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industry), Fayol formulated fourteen principles of management
that he believed would improve the state of the art of
management practice. He held these principles to be
universal; i.e •• they could be applied in any type of
organization. This was, perhaps. the first notion of
universality introduted into the literature of management and
organization theory.

The major emphasis given to management from Fayol was the division

of work and the authority of management to run the organization.

Furthermore Fayol advocated complete subordination of everyone's

individual interests to the general interest of what is best for the

total organization.

Henri Fayol clearly elaborated on the role of communication flow in

the organization and the restrictions placed upon communication by the

organizational structure. Fayol illustrated this problem in the

following manner. If communication were required between two people in

the same organizational level but in different departments. they could

only formally contact each other by sending a message up through their

superiors who must pass it to their superiors etc. until it reached the

highest level and then the communication came back to the other via the

same route. It would obviously be much simpler for each worker to

contact the other directly. Fayol argued that such direct communication

ought to be allowed in an organization. at least in crisis situations

when rapid action was essential. This special communication by-pass

system bears his name "Fayol's Bridge" and it represents the beginning

of recognition by the Scientific Management School that the formal

structures they had built impeded good communication flow.

Fayol's influence on educational management can still be seen today

1

(Boston:
Billy J. Hodge and William P.

Allyn and Bacon, 1979), p. 30.
Anthony, Organization Theory
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and may be more visible now than during the period when they were

introduced into this country. Today we have a definite division of

labor and administration as evidenced through collective negotiations.

Authority is maintained by a "head" or principal in each building who

maintains the "unity of command" as the major supervisor in a school

building. The businesslike and orderly climate of a school building is

attributed in literature to the function of the principal. Stability in

most schools is maintained through the continuous employment of the same

teachers over time. Thus many of the general principles of

organizations advocated by Fayol have filtered into schools and still

exist today.

Max Weber, a German sociologist was also studying and writing

during this period. He was the first to define concepts of authority in

organizations which he called bureaucratic authority. Weber's

concentration on the bureaucracy as the ideal form of organization was

built around rational decision making.

was based on the following principles:

The bureaucratic organization

1. A division of labor existed
responsibility were clearly defined
legitimatized as official duties.

in which authority
for each member and

and
were

2. The offices or positions would be organized in a hierarchy
of authority resulting in a chain of command or the scalar
principle.

3. All organizational members were to be selected on the
basis of technical qualifications through formal examinations
or by virtue of training or education.

4. Officials were appointed, not elected.

5. Administrative officials worked for fixed salaries and
were career officials.

6. The administrative official was not an owner of the unit
being administered.

7. The administrator would be subject to strict rules,
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discipline. and controls regarding his conduct while
performing the official duties. These rules and c?ntrols
would be impersonal and uniformly applied in all cases.

Max Weber and others who followed his bureaucratic structure

distinguished between the communication functions of "line" and "staff".

Staff officials were usually specialists in certain areas (like

personnel. accounting. and supply). and their communication was thought

to consist of persuading their executive head to accept their advice.

Line officials were thought of as cogs in the chain of command. and

their function was to communicate orders from their boss to their

subordinates and to see that their instructions were properly carried

out.

What has Max Weber contributed to educational administration?

During the early part of the 1900's most school districts in the United

States were patterned after the best management theory. thus most school

districts took on a bureaucratic organizational structure designed in

many ways according to the seven principles listed above. Specialists.

such as business managers. curriculum directors. supervisors of

maintenance and transportation. are all good examples of positions that

are directly related to the bureaucratic structure which exist still

today.

The Scientific Management School was mainly interested in the

nonhuman elements of the organization in order to increase maximum

productivity and efficiency.

Overall. the Scientific Management School did not accord
a very significant role to communication. and it conceived of
communication as limited to command and control through
vertical. formal channels. This viewpoint assumed that those
at the top possessed all the relevant information. and the

1 Hodge and Anthony. p. 25.
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i 1funct on of communication was to disseminate their knowledge.

What have these three Scientific Management School theorists given

to educational administration?

The scientific management advocated by Taylor, the
universal principles of Fayol, and the bureaucracy designed by
Weber culminated in an administrative arrangement dominated by
its concern for structure. The least complex formal
organization was the line organization, so named because of
the direct lines of authority between administrative officers.
Line organizations have no staff, advisory, or auxiliary
officers. A second type of formal organization has line
relationships as well as staff members who are not links in
the chain of authority. A third, and more complex, type of
formal organization might have both line and staff personnel,
plus technical (functional) specialists, who service several
layers of the administrative hierarchy. Where there are many
layers of the hierarchy in an organization, it is known as
"tall", while an organization with few layers and wide spans
of control is known as a "flat" organization.

During the early years of this century, most school districts
in the United States were organized in a highly structured
manner, according to the best available administrative theory.
Today, most school districts employ a modified bureaucracy,
which they find more flexible and responsive to a changing
educational environment. Even in the large city systems,
where bureaucracies are still entrenched, we see the emergence
of technical specialists (such as computer programmers) who
break down the monocratic structure with the influence of
their expertise rather than political influence. Perhaps the
greatest conflict for an individual administrator in a
bureaucratic educational structure is that between loyalty to
administr2tion and professional loyalty to issues and
products.

The second management school of thought that greatly influenced

administration and organizations was the Human Relations School. Major

contributors to this school are: Chester Barnard, Elton Mayo, Abraham

Maslow, Douglas McGregor, Frederick Herzberg, and Rensis Likert.

Chester Barnard, depending on his extensive and insightful

experience as a top executive of the New Jersey Bell Telephone Company,

1 Ferguson and Ferguson, p. 9.

2 Wiles and Bondi, p , 12.
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wrote The Function ~ the Executive. Barnard was not satisfied with the

Scientific Management definition of an organization. He felt the most

critical characteristic of any organization was communication. He gave

considerable attention to not only the formal but also the informal

aspects of communication in organizations.

Communication, cohesion, and protection of individual
integrity are the main functions of informal organization.
Barnard was one of the first organization theorists to give
importance to human motivation as a crucial factor in
production, and to recognize that economic motives were
sometimes of minor significance.

Barnard envisioned an essentially cooperative relationship
between the individual and the organization. There are
certain needs that any given individual cannot attain alone,
hence he or she must cooperate with others in an organized way
to achieve them. So the organization simply helps t¥e
indi vidual do what he or she could not otherwise accomplish.

The Publication of Barnard's book marked the beginning of the

realization of the importance of communication in organizations.

Barnard contended that the first function of executives is to develop

and maintain a system of communication. Although he emphasized the need

of communication, Barnard's concept was limited to focusing on its use

by authority. Barnard's communication was mainly what a source (usually

a manager) did to a receiver (a subordinate).

How have Barnard's principles and ideas influenced educational

administration? The idea of employee participation in education has a

long standing bias. The first large schools, which could be termed

large organizations, were based upon teacher autonomy and a single

"lead" teacher who in conjunction with peers ran the school. Since

employee unions and collective bargaining the separation of

administration and teachers has become highly formalized.

1 Ferguson and Ferguson, p. 16.

However,
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every good principal must work "with" their staff members as a whole and

individually for greater staff participation and unity.

Perhaps now more so than ever before the whole idea of the informal

structure of the school organization is extremely relevant to school

administrators. In educational settings informal structures may

comprise long term collegial associations shared by members of the staff

and perhaps a group of parents who attend the same church. These

various informal structures must be understood along with their

influences and the ways in which they operate if a school administrator

is to be successful today.

With today's focus on accountability, Barnard's definition of

effectiveness has a direct meaning in educational administration. More

and more administrators are working to clearly define their business and

what they are about in order to be able to clearly show the public that

today's schools are completing their mission.

Just as Barnard's view of effectiveness is relevant to today's

educational set ti ng so is his defini tion of efficiency. Efficiency, the

satisfaction of the personal motives of the members of the organization,

would be termed in educational jargon today as the answer to teacher

burnout. Today's educational administrators must, as Sharon Roberds-

Baxter says, "get things done; and much of their success lies in being

able to assess the strengths of their staffs, assign tasks, appoint

committees, and relate to teachers in ways that enhance their potential

1
and motivate them to work toward common goals."

F ' 11 Barn.ard's first executive function of develop.ing and.1 na y,

1 Sharon Roberds-Baxter,
Effectiveness by Knowing Staff
No. 488 (1986), 7.

"Principals Can
Personali ties,"

Increase Leadership
NASSP Bulletin, 70,
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maintaining a system of communication continues to be of primary

importance to educational administrators. As Stephen J. Knezevich

wri t es , "Communication is the vi tal link and dynamic connection between

all persons, parts. and activities. It is a part of and influences all

administrative processes. Without the establishment of formal and

informal communication networks. information essential to the decision

process as well as the dissemination of directions and activities

1related to the choice determined would not be transmitted. t1

Working at the same time as Barnard was Elton Mayo. Mayo is known

extensively for his research in the Hawthorne plant of the Western

Electric Company that revolutionized conceptions of human behavior and

motivation in organizations.

The Hawthorne studies marked an important intellectual
watershed in conceptions of organizational behavior. leading
to an enti re recasting of assumptions about human behavior in
organizations. The resulting new paradigm was called the
"Human Relations" School. because of its emphasis on employee
relationships as the determining factor in production.
Concepts like worker satisfaction and morale rose to the fore
in this school. which was individual-centered rather than
organization-oriented.

In contrast to the Scientific Management School's
conception of the worker as an economic man who responded
directly to monetary incentives. the Human Relations School
perceived the worker as a social man, responding ~o the
interpersonal influences of the informal work group.

Elton Mayo. as an early proponent of the Human Relationist approach

to management and administrative principles, recognized the alienation

of workers created by the over zealous use and attempts of the

scientific method studies. He was one of the first to offer

1 Stephen J. Knezevich, Administration of Public Education, 4th Ed.
(New York: Harper and RoW', 1984), p , 74.

2 Ferguson and Ferguson, p. 12.



been established" ~.ayo recommended. the use of small groups at

and honest face-to-face communication processe.s as the

to overcome the machine like structure of the

How Elton influenced educational

in

<il,1il,.m;tHLl:l'Ll:'atlon? Human relations as a way of

of people in organizations continues to shOlii;r

at the and

for executives and 1
supervisors", The

studies is that they pioneered

of organizational management which had been either

Management theorists.. Tne new direction that:

was away from man as a machine to a

motivation ~ the role of group Lnre rac tf on , and communication"

While Barnard and Mayo are the founding fathers of the Human

Relations Schools. others like Abraham Maslow. Douglas ticGregor.

Frederick Herzberg, and Rensis Likert made important contributions in

expanding and refining many of the key elements of the Human Relations

movement.

Another major contributor to the Human Relations School of

Management theories was Abraham Maslow. Maslow's major contribution was

in the field of motivation theory.

Maslow proposed that manls needs are arranged in a hierarchial

order '" Maslow's concept of this order is depicted in Figure 1.

1 Boyan, p .. 24.



Physiological

Safety
(Securi ty)

Esteem
(Recognition)

Self-Actualization

Figure 1

Maslow's hierarchy of needs

Source: Hersey and Blanchard. p. 27.

The physiological needs are shown at the top of the
hierarchy because they tend to have the highest strength until
they are somewhat satisfied. These are the basic human needs
to sustain life itself--food. clothing. shelter. Until these
basic needs are satisfied to the degree needed for the
sufficient operation of the body. the majority of a person's
activity will probably be tt this level, and the others will
provide little motivation.

Once physiological needs become gratified, the safety, or
security, needs become predominant. These needs are
essentially the need to be free of the fear of physical danger
and deprivation of the basic physiological needs. In other
words. this is a need for self-preservation. In addition to
the here and now. there is a concern for the future. Will
people be able to maintain their property and/or job so they
can provide food and shelter tomorrow and the next day? If an
individual's saf2ty or security is in danger. other things
seem unimportant.

Once physiological and safety needs are fairly well
satisfied, social or affiliation will emerge as dominant in
the need structure. Since people are social beings, they have
a need to belong and to be accepted by various groups. When
social needs become dominant. a person will strive for

1
Ibid., p. 27.

2
IbLd , , p , 27.
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meaningful relations with others. 1

After individuals begin to satisfy their need to belong,
they generally want to be more than just a member of their
group. They then feel the need for esteem--both self-esteem
and recognition from others. Most people have a need for a
high evaluation of themselves that is firmly based in reaH ty
recognition and respect from others. Satisfaction of these
esteem needs produces feelings of self-confidence, prestige,
power, and control. People begin to feel that they are useful
and have some effect on their environment. There are other
occasions, though, when persons are unable to satisfy their
need for esteem through constructive behavior. When this need
is dominant an individual may resort to disruptive or immature
behavior to satisfy the desf re for attention--a child may
throw a temper tantrum, employees may engage in work
restriction or arguments with their coworkers or boss. Thus,
recogni tion is not always obtained through mature or adaptive
behavior. It is sometimes garnered by disruptive and
irresponsible actions. In fact, some of the social problems
we have tod2Y may have their roots in the frustration of
esteem needs.

Once esteem needs begin to be adequately satisfied, the
self-actualization needs become more prepotent. Self
actualization is the need to maximize one's potential,
whatever it may be. A musician must play music, a poet must
write, a general must win battles, a professor must teach. As
Maslow expressed it, What a man can be, he must be." Thus,
self-actualization is the desire to become what one is capable
of becoming. Individuals satisfy this need in different ways.
In one person it may be expressed in the desire to be an ideal
mother; in another it may be expressed in managing an
organization; in another it may be 3expressed athletically;. in
still another by playing the piano.

The way self-actualization is expressed can change over
the life cycle. For example, a self-actualized athlete may
eventually look for other areas in which to maximize potential
as his or her physical attributes change over time or as his
or her horizons broaden. In addition, the hierarchy does not
necessarily follow the pattern described by Maslow. It was
not his intent to say that this hierarchy applies universally.
Maslow felt this was a typical pattern that operates most of
the time. He realized, however, that there were numerous
exceptions to this general tendency. For example, the Indian

1 Hersey and Blanchard, p. 28.

2 Ibid. , 28.p.

3 Ibid., 28-29.pp.
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leader, Mahatma Gandhi, frequently sacrificed
physiological and safety needs for the satisfaction of
needs when India was striving for independence from
Britain. In his historic fasts, Gandhi went weeks
nourishment to protest governmental injustices.
operating at the self-actualization level while some
other needs were unsatisfied.
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The recognition of this hierarchy and the effect that it had on

behavior was an important facet of understanding human behavior and how

it related to management theory. With a greater knowledge of human

needs and how they influence behavior, managers could develop better

methods and principles for worker motivation and behavior.

The value of Maslow's work for educational administrators was

significant. Much of what he proposed has been used to help

administrators in the area of motivation and goal-directed activity.

Because it is an aspect of personality, motivation is a complex

combination of forces, drives, tensions, and expectations. The cognitive

approach to motivation assumes that people choose the most satisfying

course of action when presented with alternatives.
2

Because schools are

social systems, the work of Maslow has helped educational administrators

to better deal with the worker and how his surroundings influence his

behavior.

Douglas McGregor, a professor of management at the Alfred P. Sloan

School of Industrial Administration at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and former President of Antioch College, felt that management

strategies could be grouped into two basic camps based upon the way

management personnel viewed human nature and behavior. That is why he

1 Hersey and Blanchard, p. 29.

2 Wayne K. Hoy and Cecil G. Miskel, Educational Administration,
(New York: Random House, 1978), p , 262.
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called hi s assumptions Theory X-Theory Y.

Theory X parallels the beliefs of Taylor, Weber, and Fayol. It is

based upon the assumption that most people prefer to be directed, are

not interested in assuming responsibility, and want safety above all

else. Along with this rational is the belief that people are motivated

by money, fringe benefits, and the threat of punishment.

After describing Theory X, McGregor questioned whether this view of

the worker was correct and he cited as an example our democratic society

and whether or not people were capable of more mature behavior.

"Management by direction and control may not succeed, according to

McGregor, because it is a questionable method for motivating people

whose physiological and safety needs are reasonably satisfied and whose

1
social, esteem, and self-actualization needs are becoming predominant."

McGregor felt that management needed principles based upon an

understanding of human nature and motivation. Therefore, his Theory Y

assumes that people are not by nature lazy and unreliable and can be

self-directed and creative at work if properly motivated.

The following list of assumptions about human nature underlie

McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y:

Theory X

1. Work is inherently distasteful to most people.

2. Most people are not ambitious, have little desire for
responsibility, and prefer to be directed.

3. Most people have little capacity for creativity in solving
organizational problems.

4. Motivation occurs only at the physiological and safety
levels.

1 Hersey and Blanchard. p. 48.
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• Most people must be closely controlled and often coerced
to achieve organizational objectives.

Theory Y

1. Work is as natural as play. if the conditions are
favorable.

2. Self-control is
organizational goals.

often indispensable in achieving

3. The capacity for creativity in solVing organizational
problems is widely di$tributed in the population.

occurs
levels,

4. Motivation
actualization
leve Is.

at the social, esteem, and self
as well as physiological and security

5. People can bI self-directed and creative at work if
properly motivated.

McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y is a an attempt to distinguish between

leadership styles for the leader or manager. Theory X and Theory Yare

attitudes or predispositions toward people. Although the best

assumptions for a manager to have may be Theory Y, it may not be

appropriate to behave consistently wi th those assumptions at all times.

Managers may have to be very directive and controlling as if they have

Theory X assumptions, for a short time to help people grow up to become

Theory Y people. Theory X-Theory Y management assumptions gave new

meanings for interpersonal communication techniques. Suddenly not only

"what" was said was important but also "how" the manager said the what.

According to Maslow the needs such as esteem and self-actualization

seemed to become more important as people matured.

How has the McGregor theory influenced educational administrators?

By following the tenets of both Theory X and Theory Y, school

administrators could base their management practices upon a more

1 Hersey and Blanchard, p. 49.
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recognized that Theory X and Theory Y were attitudes or

about or toward workers. Therefore the "best"

accurate understanding

administrators

predispositions

of human nature and motivation. Most school

assumptions for an administrator to make would be toward Theory Y

administrator tohowever

behave

it might not always be appropriate for an

consistently with that assumption at all times. School

administrators found that it was necessary to behave in a very

directi ve , controlling manner wi th some people for a short period of

time to help them grow in a developmental sense. Thus a congenial

combination Theory X-Theory Y evolution came into being which would help

lead to a greater participatory management style in

administration.

educational

Frederick Herzberg, a social science researcher, building upon

Maslow's work created the job enrichment model known as the Motivation

1Hygiene Theory.

Out of his studies Herzberg developed a theory of work motivation

that had broad implications for management and its efforts to

effectively utilize human resources.

Through extensive interviews with workers, Herzberg determined that

some job characteristics led to job satisfaction, while others led to

job dissatisfaction. Characteristics which led to job dissatisfaction

were called "hygiene factors" (salary, work conditions, job security),

because they were contestual and always in need of replenishment.

Contrasted with hygiene factors were "motivators" (recognition,

responsibility, possibilities for growth) , which satisfied the

individual's need for self-actualization at work.

1 Wiles and Bondi, p. 17.

Herzberg's work
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approached prescription for administrators working in organizations with

the so-called "human factor."l

Table I

Motivation and Hygiene Factors

Motivators
The Job Itself

Achievement
Recognition for accomplishment
Challenging work
Inc reased re sponsi bi li ty
Growth and development

Hygiene Fac tors
Environment

Policies and administration
Supe rvi si on
Working conditions
Interpersonal relations
Money, status, security

Source: Hersey and Blanchard, p. 58.

In recent years motivation-hygiene research has been extended to

include every level of an organization. This research has developed

guidelines and concepts by which managers can evaluate and put into

perspective the constant barrage of helpful hints from employees and if

utilized serves to increase the workers feelings of competence, self-

confidence, and autonomy.

Herzberg's work signaled a new approach not only in management

theory and thinking but also in educational administration. The task of

the educational administrator was no longer one of supreme decision

maker, autocratic ruler, and keeper of the keys of the educational

system. Instead he found that he must find ways in which people can

begin to satisfy their esteem and self-actualization needs by

participating in the planning, organizing, moti vati ng , and controlling

of their own tasks.

This signaled a new dilemma for administrators.

1 Wiles and Bondi, p. 17.

How to include
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personnel (namely teachers) ina participative management style which

came about through the needs of the personnel involved. Herzberg's

studies strongly suggested that for group members to feel motivated

toward high productivity and be satisfied in their jobs, the work I t.seLf

must be rewarding. The job must provide opportunity for growth,

responsibility, recognition, and advancement.

Rensis Likert, a professor at the University of Michigan,

implemented organizational change programs in various industrial

settings which emphasized the need to consider both human resources and

capital resources as assets needing good management principles. T~e

apparent attempt was "Ln t ended to help organizations move from Theory X

to Theory Y assumptions, from fostering immature behavior to encouraging

and developing mature behavior, from emphasizing only hygiene factors to

1recognizing and helping workers to satisfy the motivators."

Likert and his associates were pioneers in developing means of

measuring human variables in organizations. They studied how some

manager's behaviors were more effective than other managers in

achieving organizational objectives. Likert classified managers into

two major categories: job centered and employee-centered. He and his

colleagues constructed a questionnaire managers could complete. This

data was interpreted into an organizational profile. The profile

described the prevailing management style of the organization which

would generally fall into one of the following four systems:

System l- Exploitive Authoritative.

Management is seen as having no confidence or trust in
subordinates, since they are seldom involved in any aspect of

lHersey and Blanchard, p. 63.



the decision-making process. The bulk of the decisions and
the goal setting of the organization are made at the top and
issued down the chain of command. Subordinates are forced to
work with fear, threats, punishment, and occasional rewards
and need satisfaction at the physiological and safety levels.
The little superior-subordinate interaction that does take
place is usually wi th fear and mistrust. Although the control
process is highly concentrated in top management, an informal
organization generally develops in opposition to the goals of
the formal organization.

System ~ - Benevolent Authoritative.

Management is seen as having condescending confidence and
trust in subordinates, such as master has toward servant. The
bulk of the decisions and goal setting of the organization are
made at the top, but many deci sions are made wi thin a
prescribed framework at lower levels. Rewards and some actual
or potential punishment are used to motivate workers. Any
superior-subordinate interaction takes place with some
condescension by superiors and fear and caution by
subordinates. Although the control process is still
concentrated in top management, some is delegated to middle
and lower levels. An informal organization usually develops,
but it does not always resist formal organizational goals.

System 3 - Consultative.

Management is seen as having substantial but not complete
confidence and trust in subordinates. Broad policy and
general decisions are kept at the top, but subordinates are
permitted to make more specific decisions at lower levels.
Communication flows both up and down the hierarchy. Rewards,
occasional punishment, and some involvement are used to
motivate workers. There is a moderate amount of superior
subordinate interaction, often with a fair amount of
confidence and trust. Significant aspects of the control
process are delegated downward with a feeling of
responsibili ty at both higher and lower levels. An informal
organization may develop, but it may either support or
partially resist goals of the organization.

System ~ - Participative.

Management is seen as having complete confidence and
trust in subordinates. Decision making is widely dispersed
throughout the organization, although well integrated.
Communication flows not only up and down the hierarchy but
among peers. Workers are motivated by participation and
involvement in developing economic rewards, setting goals,
improving methods, and appraising progress toward goals.
TIlere is extensive, friendly superior-subordinate interaction
with a high degree of confidence and trust. There is
widespread responsibility for the control process, with the
lower units fully involved. The informal and formal

27



organizations are
forces

1
support

goals.

often one and the same. Thus, all social
efforts to achieve stated organizational

28

In using his questionnaire instrument Likert found that the closer

the management style of an organization approaches system 4, the more

likely it was to have a continuous record of high productivity.

Similarly, the closer the style to System 1, the more likely it was to

have a continuous record of low productivity. Certainly then, the

management behaviors of managers and leaders affected the achievement of

organizational goals. It is important to note the changes in the

communication structure and style in each of Likert's systems. System 1

is highly structured with communication from the top-down. System 2 is

not much different. System 3 communication is seen as two way, both

down and up. However informal communication is ignored. System 4

utilizes the informal and formal structure and communication systems to

achieve the goals of the organization. The focus of Likert was upon

superior-subordinate interaction and it seems as though communication

became synonymous with motivation and leadership.

Likert called for management to modify the rigid communication

patterns of many organizations and link formal and informal groups for

greater productivity and effectiveness. Suggesting that people with

membership in overlapping groups within an organization can play a

c r i tical role in promoting better communication, Likert developed his

"linking pin theory" for modifying formal organization.
2

The name "human organization" was coi ned by Rensis Likert. In

essence, a human organization is a participative organization in which

1 Hersey and Blanchard, pp. 63-64.

2 Wiles and Bondi, p. 19.
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there is emphasis on such things as supportive relationships, group

loyalty, high goals, cooperation, open communication, a sense of

confidence and trust among organizational members, participatlon by

various groups in the decision-making proces (including setting the

goals), and shared responsibility for maintaining an effective

organization. This does not mean there are no conflicts or problems or

struggles in the organization. 1

How can Likert's linking pin theory and human organization be used

in educational administration? Hampton and Lauer are specific in

relating it directly to school organizations:

First, school policies and practices must be based on a
communications system that allows both students and parents to
share in the decision-making process. In particular, students
and parents must share in those decisions which affect the
educational program of the students.

Second, the school's curriculum must be organized to
provide clearly defined options as well to offer those courses
of study required by state law. It is true that the
curriculum must be "closely related to the aims and purposes
of secondary education, for it is through the learning
experiences and activities that the purposes are attained."
But since one of the aims is self-actualization through
participation, the interests and goals of parents and students
help shape the curriculum.

shared
growth,
future.

a human

administrative role is based upon
a commitment to students' personal

feedback in planning for the
be viewed in terms of managing

Third, the
decision making,
and the use of
Administration must
organization.

The threefold design involves greater participation in
the educational process by teachers, students, and parents
than the more traditional models allow. The design also
maximizes communication among the various involved groups. At
the same time, it allows for the exercise of leadership by
administrators. A participatory school is not one in which
teachers, students, and parents have usurped all of the power

1 8i 11 R. Hampton and Robert H.
Secondary School Administration (Boston:

Lauer, Solving Problems in
Allyn and Bacon, 1981), p , 12.
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once held by administrators. Rather, a participatory school
is one in which all involved parties have responsibility,
involvement, a real (rather than apparent) voice in the
decision-making process, 1 and, consequently, a personal
investment in the outcome.

Fredrick Fiedler built upon Likert's four systems or styles of

management. However unlike Likert he suggested that there was no single

best style of leadership which is universally successful. According to

Fiedler, "it is not a matter of the best style but of the most effective

style for a particular situation. The suggestion is that a number of

leader behavior styles may be effective or ineffective depending upon

2the important elements of the situation."

According to a Leadership Contingency Model developed by
Fred E. Fiedler, three maj or si tuational variables seem to
determine whether a given situation is favorable to leaders:
(1) their personal relations with the members of their group
(leader-member relations); (2) the degree of structure in the
task that their group has been assigned to perform (task
structure); and (3) the power and authority that their
position provides (position power). Leader-member relations
seem to parallel the relationship concepts discussed earlier,
while task structure and position power, which measure very
closely related aspects of a situation. seem to be associated
with task concepts. Fiedler defines the favorableness of a
situation as "the degree to which the situation enables the
leade r to exe r t hi s i nf luence ove r hi s group."

In this model, eight possible combinations of these three
situational variables can occur. As a leadership situation
varies from high to low on these variables, it will fall into
one of the eight combinations (situations). The most
favorable situation for leaders to influence their group is
one in which they are well liked by the members (good leader
member relations), have a powerful position (high position
power» and are directing a well-defined job high task
structure); for example, a well-liked general making
inspection in an army camp. On the other hand, the most
unfavorable situation for leaders is one in which they are
disliked, have little position power, and face an unstructured
task, such as an unpopular head of a voluntary hospital fund
raising committee.

1 Hampton and Lauer, p , 23.

2 94Hersey and Blanchard, p. •
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Having developed this model for classifying group
si tuations, Fiedler has attempted to determine what the most
effective leadership type--task-oriented or relationship
oriented--seems to be for each of the eight situation. In a
reexamination of old leadership studies and an analysis of new
studies, Fiedler has concluded that:

1. Task-oriented leaders tend to perform best in
group situations that are either very favorable or
very unfavorable to the leader.

2. Relationship-oriented leaders tend to perform
best in situations that are intermediate in
favorableness.

The unique contribution that Fiedler makes is that he does not

endorse a single particular leadership style for every situation. Thus

organizations must recognize the management styles of their leaders and

do one of two things: either the organization must engineer management

positions that fit the various managers' styles or it must train

managers to utilize the appropriate style for the appropriate situation.

How can educational administrators use the Leadership Contingency

Model? Certainly all organizational situations that would arise in

industry management could also happen in the organizational management

of schools. If principals can be taught the various management styles

and how to use them with the appropriate situations, then most certainly

our schools will run more effectively and efficiently.

With the Hawthorne studies came the realization that informal group

communication and functioning was a very important part of a total

organization. The Human Relationists saw communication as much more

important than did the Scientific Managers. They saw communication not

just as a means of giving orders to workers, but of management listening

to what the workers were actually saying.

1 Hersey and Blanchard, pp. 94-95.

Their view of the worker and
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tisfying his or her needs as a means of achieving higher production

lead to their taking the worker's view of the organization and of

organizational communications as well. The Human Relation School

focused attention on informal communication among peers in an
1organization.

In the 1960s and 1970s a combination of the Scientific Management

and Human Relations Schools began to emerge as many began to realize

that assumptions about the first school best fit some types of

organizations while the assumptions of the second school seemed better

for other organizations. The Systems School that emerged represented

the selection of the best from both schools with a more encompassing

viewpoint. General systems theory views an organization as a system of

interrelated components and stresses the intermingling of these parts as

the key to maximizing performance.

The basic tenant of the systems viewpoint is that the whole is more

than the sum of its parts. Systems theory is holistic. To be

understood, enti re systems must be studied holistically as systems.

An organization is a system composed of a set of
subsystem components that each serve certain functions, and
that are each in interaction with the other subsystems. An
organization inputs information and matter--energy from its
envi ronment , and, after processing these elements, outputs
them. Thus changes in the envi ronment have a continuous
impact on the organization, so that it is constantly
adjusting to environmental change; contrariwise, the
organization 's ~nternal changes have a continuous impact on
its environment.

General systems theorists such as Kenneth Boulding and Ludwig von

Bertalanffy have suggested that organizations be considered as systems

1 Ferguson and Ferguson, p. 19.

2
Ibf d , , r- 24.
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of resources combined in a fashion aimed at accomplishing some purpose.

Thus they saw organizations as being made up of an integrated set of

components each with a particular job to do.

The systems view, in short, is a means of appreciating
how organization parts fit together and how organizations
interact with their environment and with other organizations.
It is a broad perspective that makes room for the application
of both behavioral and quantitative methods to the study of
the components of organizations which is largely traceable to
the work of the Classicists and modified by the Behaviorists.
Thus, the Systems School can be considered a contribution in
itself and also a means of more fully utiliziyg the
contributions of the Classical and Behavioral Schools.

It hardly seems worthwhile in a Systems point of view to

concentrate on organizational analysis of a single organization.

Organizations must interact with their environments if they are to

survive over time.

This interaction of the organization with its environment is

controlled by systems concepts and principles. The approach is to keep

the organization in a state of dynamic equilibrium with its environment

which is a condi tion that is essential for modern organizations.

One aspect of equilibrium is control. This function has been

greatly enhanced by cybernetics, an essential component of Systems

theory. Norbert Weiner and Stafford Berlo are notable contributors to

the application of cybernetics, the aspect of control of a system

through the use of feedback from the environment of the system itself.

An outgrowth and part of the Systems School is the theory put forth

by Warren Bennis called Organizational Development (O.D.). According to

Bennis, Organizational Development is a response to change, a complex

educational strategy intended to change the beliefs, attitudes, values,

1 4 4Hodge and Anthony, pp. 0- 2.
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and structure of organizations so that they can better adapt to new

technologies, markets, and challenges, and the dizzying rate of change

itself-"l

Organizational Development can best be seen through the following

procedural guidelines. An 0 D manager would proceed by:

1. Working with the people who are affected by particular
proposed changes in the organization.

2. Linking to all those who can influence the outcome.

3. Forming a tentative general goal which, by joint process.
will convert to a specific group goal.

4. Working on changing the quality of relationships from one
in which the individual is conditioned to isolation,
destructive competition. and interpersonal conflict ("I ' m up
you 're down") to one of collaboration and healthy competition
("we"). To bring about such a change, managers must encourage
direct and open communication. and set an example themselves.

5. Building active feedback loops from all
sources so that they can perceive the shape
realistically as possi~le, and so as to
organization's progress.

knowledgeable
of events as
moni tor thei r

The Systems viewpoint emphasized the interrelationships and

exchanges between an organization and its environment. The Scientific

Management and Human Relations Schools often studied management and

organizations as an isolated entity unto itself looking within the

organization for the keys to correct organizational behavior. The

Systems School added a major new component, the outside organizational

envi r onmen t ,

Just as the Systems School recognized the need to study

interactions of the subsystems in an organization, so it also focuses on

1 Jack K. Fordyce and Raymond Weil, Managi ng wi th People. 2nd ed ••
(Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1983), p , 16.

2 Fordyce and Weil, pp. 20-21.
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communication as the key to analyzing and understanding organizations as

social systems. Therefore, communication and information theories are

central in the development of systems theory.

Communication is the basic process facilitating the interdependence

of the parts of the total system; it is the mechanism of coordination.

The role of communication is to be a harmonizer of the organization , an

orchestrator of its parts. 1

Information was seen by Systems theorists as the glue that holds

organizations together. In fact, information processing came to be seen

by the Systems School as the main function performed by all

organizations, organizational systems were essentially communication

2systems.

Since much has been borrowed in educational administration from the

Scientific Management Theorists and the Human Relationists, so also

there have been contributions made by the Systems School.

The Human Relationists viewed organization as social units which

were purposefully constructed to meet goals. These goals provided an

identity to the organization and communicated the organizations purpose

to everyone. In times of substantial change organizations that do not

maintain a clear goal and who fail to see themselves as a functioning

unit, soon become obsolete.

In this way, the study of the systems approach to organizations

came from need because the bureaucratic organization proved to be unable

to monitor and incorporate major changes in the environment.

In educational organization,

1 6Ferguson and Ferguson, p. 2 •

2 Ibid., p , 26.

the highly s t rue tu red
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bureaucracy had trouble dealing wi th a number of forces,
including a changing mission with expanding boundaries,
control of school resources by varying levels of government,
and growing public access to educational decision making.
Educational organizations responded by creating specialists
and staff officers to perform. thy many peripheral roles
associated with running the schools.

Systems theory, a product of the physical sciences,
provided the concept of interdependence in organizations and
explained why changes in one part of an organization affected
other parts or the whole of the organization. A system is
simply a group of objects treated as a unit. With the
adoption of systems theory in educational administration, all
the important processes of operating a school or school
district could be seen holistically.

In modern organizational theory. the systems concept
describes administration as the central force in
organizations--a force that coordinates and relates
activities. Such a role calls for insight by the
administrator and skill in conceptualizing relationships.

In school settings, a system might be defined as any set
of components organized in such a way as to result in
accomplishment of a goal. Thus, school programs are systems
comprised of facilities, materials, funds, teachers, testing,
and a host of other contributing variables for the purpose of
educating children. The real value of a systems perspective
for administrators is as a means of identifying
noncontributing conditions or bottlenecks in the flow of
activity. Once identified. the system deficiencies can be
targeted for redesign. Sys~e~s can also he~p t~e educator
build models of preferred cond~tlons for learn~ng.

Before ending the exploration of the three major management schools

of thought and their effect upon educational administration and theory,

the study of leadership theory must be reviewed. Whereas this has not

been a single focal point of management theorization because it is

consistently included as a management process; educational

administration has certainly identified educational leadership as a

major focus in the past five to seven years.

1 Wiles and Bondi, p , 13.

2
IbLd , , p , 16.
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James Slezak in his book Odyssey ~ Excellence has the following

ideas about leadership: "You lead people; you manage things. The ideal

leader brings out the best in a group, an organization, or country. A

leader inspires cooperation within a team of winners rather than within

only the few who tend to rise to the top. A leader energizes the

system, generates the magic that makes everyone want to do something

extra, and exhibits the optimism it takes for progress to occur. A

leader imagines that every employee is wearing the sign: 'Make me feel

important. ' 1He does."

Two very important positive elements identify the ideal leader.

First, he is concerned with self-development in the best sense; namely

developing one's reasoning and talents, health, well being, and life.

2
Second, the ideal leader is willing to share power with those he leads.

What skills must the ideal leader possess:

INTRAPERSONAL SKILLS

The ideal leader has the abi.1i ty to:

consensus.
1. Live with ambiguities, change, conflict and

2. Be patient.

3. Be objective.

4. Understand, appreciate, and respect all people.

5. Trust others.

6. Make difficult decisions.

7. Perceive the personal values and the perspectives
which shape actions and decisions.

1 James Slezak, Odyssey to Excellence (San Francisco:
1984), p , 3.

2 Ibid., pp. 3-4.

Merri t t ,
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8. Listen.

9. Assess one's performance realistically and to sustain
oneself with less praise than is deserved.

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

The ideal leader has the ability to:

1. Develop an atmosphere conducive to growth t personal
development, and goal achievement.

2. Involve individuals and groups in the decision-making
process.

3. Develop positive, open relationships which encourage
people to feel free to examine problems, personnel, and
insti tutions t and to express opinions wi th reference to
them.

4. Accurately assess group perceptions, relationships,
and attitudes which shape actions and decisions.

among
common

and the

5. Create satisfactory working relationships
groups with different functions, but with
purposes--student~, faculty, administrators,
school communi ty ,

There are basically three types of leadership behavior: attempted,

successful, and effective. Attempted leadership is any effort made by

the leader to influence superiors, associates, or subordinates.

Successful leadership is the ability to get done what the leader intends

or wants to be accomplished. The job may be accomplished but the needs

of other people are ignored. Effective leadership is the ability to

complete a task in enthusiastic accord with the others who are involved

2
toward mutually acceptable goals.

Before turning to the next major issue of this chapter, one final

educational administrative issue must be addressed.

Karl E. Weick presented the idea of looking at organizations,

1 Slezak, pp. 4-5.

2 Slezak, p , 6.
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especially large schools, as "loosely coupled" organizations instead of

essentially bureaucratic organizations.

phrase "loose coupling.tt

Weick himself describes the

The phrase "loose coupling" has appeared in the li terature
(Glassman, 1973; March and Olsen, 1975) an it is important to
highlight the connotation that is captured by this phrase and
by no other. It might seem that the word coupling is
synonymous with words like connection. link, or
interdependence, yet each of these latter terms misses a
c rue La I nuance.

By loose coupling, the author intends to convey the image
that coupled events are responsive, but that each event also
preserves its own identity and some evidence of its physical
or logical separateness. Thus, in the case of an educational
organization, it may be the case that the counselor's office
is loosely coupled to the principal's office. The image is
that the principal and the counselor are somehow attached, but
that each retains some identity and separateness and that
their attachment may be circumscribed. infrequent, weak in its
mutual affects, unimportant, and/or slow to respond. Each of
those connotations would be conveyed if the qualifier loosely
were attached to the word coupled. Loose coupling also
carries connotations of impermanence, dissolvabili ty, and
tacitness all of which are potentially crucial properties of
the "glue" that holds organizations together.

Glassman (1973) categorizes the degree of coupling
between two systems on the basis of the activity of the
variables which the two systems share. To the extent that two
systems either have few variables in common or share weak
variables, they are independent of each other. Applied to the
educational situation, if the principal-vice-principal
superintendent is regarded as one system and the teacher
classroom-pupil-parent-curriculum as another system, then by
Glassman's argument if we did not find many variables in the
teacher's world to be shared in the world of a principal
and/or if the variables held in common were unimportant
relative to the other variables, then the principal can be
regarded as being loosely coupled with the teacher.

A final advantage of coupling imagery is that it suggests
the idea of building blocks that can be grafted onto an
organization or severed with relatively little disturbance to
either the blocks or the organization. Simon (1969) has
argued for the attractiveness of this feature in that most
complex systems can be decomposed into stable subassemblies
and that these are the crucial elements in any organization or
system. Thus, the coupling imagery gives researchers access
to one of the more powerful ways of talking about complexity
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nowavailable. 1

Weick lists seven potential functions that could be associated wi th

loose coupling. They are listed below:

1. The basic argument of Glassman (1973) is that loose
coupling allows Some portions of an organization to persist.
Loose coupling lowers the probability that the organization
will have to--or be able to--respond to each little change in
the environment that occurs.

2. A second advantage of loose coupling is that it may
provide a sensitive sensing mechanism.

3. A third function is that a loosely coupled system
good system for localized adaptation. If all of the
in a large system are loosely coupled to one another)
one element can adjust to and modify a local
contingency without affecting the whole system.

may be a
elements
then any

unique

4. Fourth, in loosely coupled systems where the identity.
uniqueness. and separateness of elements is preserved, the
system potentially can retain a greater number of mutations
and novel solutions than would be the case with a tightly
coupled system.

5. Fifth. if there is a breakdown in one portion of a loosely
coupled system then this breakdown is sealed off and does not
affect other portions of the organization. PreViously we had
noted that loosely coupled systems are an exquisite mechanism
to adapt SWiftly to local novelties and unique problems.

6. Sixth, since some of
educational organizations
principals) and so forth.
loosely coupled system there
determination by the actors.

the most important elements in
are teachers, classrooms,

it may be consequential that in a
is more room available for self-

7. Seventh. a loosely coupled
inexpensive to r~n because it
coordinate people.

system should be
takes time and

relati vely
money to

Robert E. Herriott and William A. Firestone argued that one of the

major tasks of contemporary research in educational administration is to

1 Karl E. Weick. "Educational Organizations as Loosely Coupled
Systems," Administrative Science Quarterly, March 1976, pp , 1-11.

2 Weick, pp. 15-17.
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discover, develop, and refine "images" of 'Nhat schools are like as

social entities. They gave considerable research attention to two

images:

1
system.

the rational bureaucracy and the anarchy or loosely coupled

The bureaucracy, as defined by Herriott and Firestone, is a

formally organized social structure with clearly defined patterns of

ac ti vi ties in which every series of actions is functionally related to

the goals of the organization. Three characteristics are highlighted:

(1) a bureaucracy has a single set of goals, (2) a bureaucracy has a

formal control system, which includes the specification of required

behavior through rules, (3) bureaucracies are assumed to be highly

integrated with each of the separate parts or departments contributing

2
in a different way to the organization's overall goals.

The anarchy or loosely coupled system image describes an

organizational setting in which goals are ambiguous, hierarchies of

authority are not effective mechanisms of integration, technologies are

unclear, and participation is fluid. Some characteristics of a loosely

coupled system are: (1) an absence of clear goals, (2) collective

choices are relatively rare; individuals work in solitary settings in

which they are free to make the important decisions guiding their work

on their own, (3) the glue that holds the system together is the "logic

3
of confidence."

In assessing their research, Herriott and Firestone found that in

1 Robert E. Herriott and William A. Fi restone, "Two Images of
Schools As Organizations: A Refinement and Elaboration, H Educational
Administration Quarterly, 20, No.4 (Fall 1984), 41.

2 Herriott and Firestone, pp.42-43.

3 Ibid., pp. 43-44.
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their study of 100 randomly selected schools, by partitioning each

variable into intervals of one-half standard deviation units on either

side of the mean and computing the number of schools that fell into each

"block" of the resulting 90-block image space, a cluster type analysis

could be seen. The results revealed two distinct clusters with very

little ambiguity regarding which schools belong most appropriately to

which cluster. Cluster A contained 22 senior high schools, 17 junior

high schools, and one elementary school. Cluster B contained 0 senior

high schools, 5 junior high schools and 55 elementary schools. Thus

there seemed to be a major boundary between elementary and senior high

schools as social entities based upon three variables: goal consensus,

centralization of influence, and school level. From the data it was

concluded that elementary schools tend to be more rational bureaucracies

while senior high schools resemble more closely the anarchy or loosely

coupled image. 1

Norman Boyan sums up the idea of loose coupling when he writes:

The notion of coupling between levels, functions,
offices, and persons is not a new one. In his 1965 essay on
the school as a formal organization, Bidwell identified
"structural looseness" as a singular characteristic, made
necessary to provide sufficient teacher autonomy to cope with
the inescapable variability among students that teachers face
every hour of every day. The press from the bureaucratic side
(the need to move cohorts in orderly fashion through
p r og re s sf ve stages) confronts the professional press (the
adaptation too variable needs, within which a nurturant
orientation also surfaces) so as to yield internally loose
articulation of units. In short, structural looseness and
teacher autonomy have long appeared ~n the litany of
organizaitonal characteristics of schools.

Three main schools have been identified in an overview of

1 Herriott and Firestone, pp. 47-54.

2 Norman J. Boyan, p , 34.
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Scientific

Management; Human Relations; and the Systems School.

The Scientific Management School, ini tiated by Frederick W. Taylor

gave organizational managers guidelines and principles by which they

could manage. They viewed workers as parts of the factory motivated

only by economic incentives.

The Human Relations School was founded by Chester Barnard and Elton

Mayo. The importance of informal work groups inside organizations was

brought out by the Hawthorne studies. The Human Relations School

emphasized a social view of man with his informal groups, needs and job

satisfaction, participation in decision making, and motivation from

social needs and peer group relationships.

The Systems School argued for a science of wholeness. A system is

a set of units that has some degree of structure but is separated from

the outside environment by its boundary.

exchanges information with its environment.

An open system continuously

Educational Administrative theory grew from the best of management

theory. Schools adapted many theories to meet their needs and because

of this evolved into a separate area of study.

Having examined management and educational administrative theory,

the review of educational administrative communication theory can be

examined using these two principles of ideas as a basis for

understanding.

Educational Administration Communication Theory

lid II f d' . t tCommunications sharpen the eyes an ears a a mnlS ra ors, who,

because of the nature of the positions, are unable to be every place to

see and hear everything first hand. Up to this point in time the design



and operation of effective communication systems are the

understood dimensions of educational institutions. l
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Communication has many meanings and definitions. In educa ti ona I

institutions the use of the term takes on more specific meanings but

these are shrouded by the many aspects in which communication can be

used. The purpose of this review is to determine what communication

theory or theories are used by educational administrators of large high

schools and what communications problems exist for educational

administrators.

Many authors such as Knezevich believe that "communication is the

vital link and dynamic connection between all persons, parts, and

ac ti vi ties. It is a part of and influences all administrative

processes. Wi thout the establi shment of formal and informal

communication networks, information essential to the decision process as

well as the dissemination of directions and activities related to the

choice determined would not be transmitted.,,2

The survival of an organization would be nearly impossible without

an exchange of messages, purpose, ideas, and di rec t i ons , Communication

is the glue that holds, molds. shapes. and continues to redefine an

organization.

Further communication definitions appropriate to educational

institutions are:

To some the term communication suggests the media for mass
communication such as radio. television. newspapers, and
magazines. It may also be considered synonymous wi th public

1 Knezevich. p. 77.

2 Ibid., p , 74.



relations. Thus, the failure of a superintendent "to
communicate effectively" wi th school patrons or the public in
general is primarily a public relations problem, according to
some.

The many definitions of communication consider it (l)
imparting or exchanging attitudes, ideas, and information
through the use of human abilities or technology; (2)
transmission and reception of ideas; (3) the broad field of
interchange of thoughts and opinions among humans; or (4) a
process of giving and receiving facts feelings, and ideas.
There is a degree of similarity among all.

Another approach is necessary to conceptualize the
process from an operational point of view that could
facilitate analysis of its operational dimensions and point to
ways of improving upon it. The process demands at least two
persons with different roles to play. One person sending a
message must have means to transmit the message as well. The
person sending is identified by the term communicator. The
second receives the message and is called the communicatee. A
fairly simple operational definition of communication would
be: Communication is the process in which a communicator
attempts to convey a message, or image, to a communicatee.
The definition does not indicate the means of transmission,
whe t he r the communicatee ac tually received the message or was
made aware that someone was trying to communicate, or what the
interpretation or impact of the message reception was.

The message or image is a representation of the
communicator's intent or purpose. It may be an idea, a
signal, a statement, a picture, a diagram, a bit of
information, an attitude, or an emotion. The act need not be
confined to oral or written language; there are nonverbal
expressions such as "body language" or voice tone.

The conveyance of the message or image can be divided
into two parts, namely, the instrument and the channel. The
instrument which encodes the message could be a pen or a
typewri t.e r . It is then sent or actually transmitted through
some channel: the mails, by radio, by TV, by computer, and so
on.

The receipt of the message in its precise or distorted
form is determined on the communicatee's side of the equation.

45

may
or

The operational dimensions of the communication process
be outlined as follows: communicator--image (message

information)--instrument (transmitter such as voice or
ting)--channel (the medium of transmission)--communicatee
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(receiver)--impact. The preceding outline does not show
whether any noise (such as static or other interference or
distrac ti ons ) cluttered the communication process. What was
encoded as a set of ideas prior to transmission through some
channel by the communicator may not be what was decoded and
interpreted after reception by the communicatee.

The many dimensions of complex communications ac t Lvi ties
may be analyzed further and in greater detail by examining:
the organization 1s structural factors (how parts or positions
are linked in the Communication network); organizational
functions and goals; the contents of communications moving
through the organization; the psychological concomi tants of
the communication prorress; and other properties of
communication activities.

Jerry Pulley believes that "effective communication is essential

for the maintenance of positive relations between human be.ings.,,2

Hampton and Lauer view schools as "human organizations" as coined

by Rensis Likert in the human relations perspective. and in so doing

view communication as the linking element which brings together the

interlocked functioning groups of an organization. All groups within

the organization must be linked together in a communication network. and

communication and influence must be able to flow "up" as well as "down"

through the hierarchy of authority.]

Hoy and Miskel have the following ideas and definitions in regards

to communication in schools:

Communicati on permeates every process of school li f e ,
Teachers instruct using oral. written, and other media such as
video tapes. computers. and art forms. Students demonstrate
their learning through similar media. In a sense, students.
teachers, and administrators earn their living in the school
by communicating. Communication, therefore, is a central

1 Knezevich, pp. 74-75.

2 Jerry L. Pulley. liThe Principal and Communication: Some Points
of Interference." NASSP Bulletin. Jan. 1975. p , SO.

3 Hampton and Lauer, p. 12.
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concept in the study of educational administration because it
offers an additional concept for examining the school as a
social organization.

Attempts to define communication for universal application
have been frustrated by its multifaceted nature. It is
characterized by subtlety, variety, and ubiquity. The many
scientific approaches--mathematical, social-psychological,
li nguistical-anthropolgical--further obscure defini t l on ,
Willard V. Merrihue's definition is useful for our purposes.
He defines the concept as "any initiated behavior on the part
of the sender which conveys the desi red meaning to the
receiver and causes desired response behavior from the
receiver." Similarly, Davis defines communication as lithe
process of passing information and understanding from one
person to another."

Schools depend on human action to accomplish goals.
Goal-directed behavior is elicited through communication.
Therefore, the more clarity, the more likely teacher and
student actions will proceed in fruitful directions. When
viewed this way, communication if beneficial because it
facilitates the goals of the school.

Jerome P. Lysaught also attempts to put meaning to that which has

eluded understanding.

As vital as communications is to all human behavior,
there is no single, commonly accepted definition of the
process or its key elements. Dance has compiled a collection
of almost one hundred attempts to define the term, and he,
himself, has settled for a helical model of the process which
suggests that the most pervasive characteristics of
communications are a constant movement both forward and
backward along an enlarging orbital pathway which (shades of
Heraclitus!) keeps passing over its starting point but at
greatly expanded content levels which press onward toward
infinity.

If this model seems a bit breath-taking, one might settle
at the operational level for the more behavioral, and
pedestrian, formulation of Herbert Lasswell which suggests the
importance of Five Wls: "Who, says What, to Whom, in Which
channel, wi th What effect?" This approach emphasizes several
particular elements in the process of communications: a
transmitter, a receiver, a message, a medium, and a result or
outcome. As Severin and Tankard point out, however, even
these reference points are not universally accepted. Those

1 Hoy and Hi ske 1, pp. 238-40.



authors suggest that the many
communications have so few points
classify the consensual agreements

approaches to defining
in common that one can only
in the following ways:
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1. Those definitions which stress the sharing of
meaning.

2. Those definitions which stress intentional
influence toward a response or effect.

3. Those definitions which stress a response or
effect even without particularized intentions.

In their abbreviated taxonomy, it is possible to see that many
definitions which stress meaning without concern for explicit
outcomes are unacceptable to those who emphasize results,
while even the latter differ in important ways depending on
the specificity of the outcomes obtained. What one theorist
defines as a form of communications might be viewed by another
as an exercise in information transmission simply because
there are no definable results obtained. Similarly, what
might be defined by one observer as a failure in
communications because intended outcomes were not realized
might be seen as successful by another due to the occurrence
of unintended responses not anticipated by the speaker. These
differences are very real and emphasize how far the field is
from a common

l
concept of Ln t e.rpe r s ona I or organizational

communications.

If the defini tion for communication seems to be difficult to find

agreement upon, perhaps a better understanding of the theories, models,

and elements in the dynamics of communication wi 11 help enlighten the

communication definition problem.

Hoy and Miskel propose six generalizations that relate to their

communication theory. They are:

Generalization I. Communication is purposive. Lee O. Thayer
lists four primary functions of administrative communication:
informing someone, instructing or directing someone,
evaluating someone or something, and influencing another's
thought or behavior.

Generalization II.
necessarily in the

Meanings of messages are in people and not
intended content. All of us have an

1 Jerome P. Lysaught,
Communications: A Review of
Administration Quarterly, 20, No.

"Toward a Comprehensive
Selected Contributions,"
3 (Summer 1984),102-03.

Theory of
Educational



intuitive grasp of what is meant by a certain word or
expression. The so-called semantics problem in administration
arises because the same word means different things to
different people. Strictly speaking, an administrator cannot
convey meaning, only words. Yet these same words may suggest
quite different meanings to different people.

Generalization III. Feedback is essential for high levels of
understanding. Feedback essentially is a process of
correction. In the broadest sense, it refers to any response
from someone who has received a message. Based on the
response (feedback), the communicator can repeat, elaborate,
or explain the message.

Generalization IV. Formal and informal communication channels
exist in all organizations. Formal communication channels
traverse the organization through the hierarchy of authority.
Barnard calls these channels "the communication system." The
system's purpose is coordinating the organization's parts. He
suggests that several factors must be considered when
developing and using the formal communication system: (1) the
channels of communication must be known; (2) the channels
must carry to every member of the organization; (3) the line
of communication must be as direct and as short as possible;
(4) the complete line of communication typically is used; and
(5) every communication is authenticated as being from the
correct person occupying the position and within his authority
to issue the message.

Informal communication channels commonly called
grapevines, also exist in spi te of an elaborate formal system.
Facts, opinions, attitudes, suspicions, gossip, rumors, and
even directives flow freely through the grapevine. The
informal channels are built around social relationships among
the school members. These develop for such simple reasons as
common office areas, similar duties, shared coffee breaks and
carpools, and friendships.

Generalization V. The formal and informal communication
channels are potentially complementary. Amitai Etzioni
distinguishes between the substance (instrumental-expressive)
and direction (vertical-horizontal) of the communication
networks. Instrumental communication distributes information
and knowledge that affect cognitive orientations.
Administrati ve di recti ve s, policies, curricular objecti ves and
materials, and attendance data are typical examples. The
purpose of instrumental communication is to develop consensus
about methods and procedures. Expressive substance changes or
reinforces attitudes, norms, and values. Appropriate
affective orientations toward students, militancy, discipline,
and organizational rewards are typical examples.

Generalization VI. The messages carried by verbal and
nonverbal media must be congruent for effective understanding.
The best-known method of human communication is speech, which

49
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uses the best-known type of human signals, the sounds that
consti tute words. Primary oral communication consists of
making sounds that are transmitted directly in face-to-face
si tuations, or that are transmitted indi rect1y through such
elec tronic devices as telephones and tape recorders.
Secondary verbal communication consists of written word
signa1r transmitted through such devices as letters and
memos.

Bill Hampton and Robert Lauer propose an organizational model of a

high school based upon a phrase coined by Rensis Likert and other human

relationists. This view of school as a "human organization" places a

great deal of emphasis upon communication. According to Hampton and

Lauer, a three fold design is necessary for creating a human

shared
growth,
future.

a human

organization in a high school:

First, school policies and practices must be based on a
communications system that allows both students and parents to
share in the decision-making process.

Second, the school's curriculum must be organized to
provide clearly defined options as well to offer those courses
of study required by state law.

Third, the administrative role is based upon
decision making, a commitment to students' personal
and the use of feedback in planning for the
Administration must be viewed in terms of managing
organization.

The threefold design involves greater participation in
the educational process by teachers, students and parents than
the more traditional models allow. The design also maximizes
communication among the various involved groups. At the same
time, it al~ows for the exercise of leadership by
administrators.

In the "human organization" Likert identified several

organizational variables that Hampton and Lauer apply to the human

organizational school. Emphasized is "character of communication

process:" (1) amount of interaction and communication aimed at

1 Hoy and Miskel, pp , 240-48.

2 Hampton and Lauer, p. 23.
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~chieVing organization's objectives ( both individuals and groups)--rated

flighest on the scale; (2) direction of information flow (down, up, and

In th peers )--rated highest on the scale; (3) extent to which downward

communications are accepted by subordinates--generally accepted, but if

pot, openly and candidly questioned; (4) accuracy of upward

communication via line--accurate. 1

Because communication is viewed as so important in the human

Drganizational high school, it would seem that a defined theory and

node I of communication would be espoused. This is not the case.

Continual references to "open communication" are made, however, no

specific models, theories, or organizational examples are cited by

fIampton and Lauer.

John T. Dorsey, Jr. constructed a communication model for school

adnd nt s t r a t o.rs , Dorsey defined a simplistic administrative theory

focused on the decision-making process, in its simplest form, made up of

several or many interwoven series of interrelated decisions. Therefore

iecisions may be conceived of as a communication process or a series of

lnterrelated communication events. A decision occurs when some kind of

~ommunication is received, consisting of a complicated process of

~ombining communications from various sources, and it results in the

. 2
~ontinuation of further communicatlon.

Dorsey continues wi th further defini tions and his communication net

aodeL:

If administration is defined as a process consisting

1 Hampton and Lauer, p. 23.

2 John T. Dorsey, .Ir , , "A Communication Model for Administrators,"
Wministrative Science Quarterly, (1957); in William P. Sexton, ed , ,
lrganization Theories, (Columbus, Oh, : Charles E. Meni 11, 1970), p, 255.



elementally of decisions and if decisions are essentially
communication phenomena, it follows that administration can be
viewed as a communication process.

Structurally, administration can be viewed as a
configuration of communication patterns relating individuals
and collectivities of varying sizes, shapes, and degree of
cohesion and stability. Dynamically, administration appears
as a patterned swirl and flow of communications, many of them
channeled through transactional "ct rcut t s" between persons and
persons, persons and groups, and groups and other groups.

While single communications are important in historical
and case studies, it is apparent that for purposes of
generalization and prediction it is necessary to consider
patterns of communication. For interpersonal communication is
seldom random--or rather, the persons among whom communication
occurs are seldom randomly related. Instead, most
communication (with the exception of an indeterminate amount
of mass communication) is exchanged between persons grouped in
relatively stable collectivities. Such collectivities range
from vaguely defined publics through various forms of
associations and informal groups to highly formalized and
intricately patterned bureaucracies and interrelated
institutions. In these patterns some persons in central
communication positions initiate a higher proportion of
authoritative and influential communications to others than
they receive from others. The orders, instructions, requests,
and suggestions they make often result in other persons'
issuing further orders, instructions, reports, and so on , or
they affect the influence of such communications transmitted
by others.

The fact that communication is the process by which such a
system is established and through which it continues its
existence reinforces the previous suggestion that more complex
social systems can be defined in terms of communication. The
feasibility of such a definition can be recognized in the
behavior of people who work in administrative organizations,
who fL nd that the overwhelming proportion of thei r ac tions are
communicative. If not immediately engaged in face-to-face
discussions or conferences, they are preparing communications
(reports, instructions, policy statements, letters,
memoranda), processing or distributing communications, or
receiving and reading communications. As Roethlisberger has
observed, a large part of an executive's environment is
verbal.

This conception of organization as a system of
communication, plus the foregoing reduction of decision making
and polities to communication processes, suggests that it
might be possible to construct a model which would represent
in manageable simplicity and generality the essential features
of pol i tical grouping and formal organization in which the
political and administrative processes are manifested. The
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basic idea for such a model is at hand in the concept of the
self-steering,. self-correcting, self-modifying communication
network, or "learning net." Such a model would serve as a
mental "Picture" of, or conceptual substitute for. these kinds
of social structures, pulling together and codif;ing concepts
of the relevant variables in a way that would permit the
d.er I va tion of proposi tions stating relationships of
functioning and change. The communication net model is free
of certain limitations of the older mechanistic and organic
models, such as the one-to-one relation between force and
reaction and the unevolving structure of the former and the
teleological "life-force" attributes and incapacity for
internal self-modification of the latter. Instead, the
concepts of "feedback" and homeostasis, applied to the
communication net model, permit it to accommodate such
features of po.H tical and administrative existence as goal
oriented behavior, change in goals, personnel, internal
structure and process, and adaption to a changing environment.

In what follows, an attempt has been made to outline what
seem to me to be the basic elements of a model based on the
learning net concept:

(1) The net (Which represents group or organizational
components and relationships) consists physically of a complex
of decision centers and channels which seek, receive,
transmit, subdivide, classify, store, select, recall,
recombine, and retransmit information. In a group or
organization these centers and channels consist first of the
nervous systems of persons and second of such nonhuman aids as
wd tten documents and photographic films of various ki nds,
electronic receiving, recording, processing, calculating, and
transmitting devices, and filing systems. The net is formed
by the arrangement of decision centers and channels into
systems or patterns of varying degrees of stability.

(2) Information is "a patterned relationship between
events" which can be transmitted through a sequence of
channels by a series of codifications and by which one type of
event is substi tuted for another in such a way that the event
substituted in some sense stands for the other. Broadly
speaking, information is "that which is c.ommunt.cat ed ;" Thus
it includes orders, instructions, directives, suggestions,
requests, inquiries, reports, and so on--all of which are
simply the forms in which information can be transmitted. The
form used, incidentally, often serves the metacommunicative
function of providing information as to how the communicator
intends the information it carries to be interpreted.

(3) Action by the net is the manipulating and processing
of information by the operations listed in (1) above as
the information circulates more or less continually through
the net. The arrangement of decision centers and channels
into patterns permits the operation of screening, evaluating,
priority, routing, and monitoring mechanisms. The structuring
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" t i " for se t ng 0 these mechanisms is arranged to encourage the
development or maintenance of certain kinds of communication
events or relationships (both--or ei ther--internal to the net
and/or in its environment) and to avoid or discourage others.
Through the mechanisms mentioned above, feedback operates as
the results of outgoing communications are observed and
corrections are made in subsequent communications. In
addition to this self-correction, the net can modify its
internal relationships and processes in the light of
comparison of present with previous experience evaluated and
stored in the net's "memory" and in the light of environmental
chang e s-r-henca the term se1f-modifying or "learning net."

(4) The above-mentioned encouragement and/or
discouragement of certain kinds of communication events and
relationships is a way of describing what are more abstractly
referred to as the "purposes" or "goa.l s" of the group or
organization. Ideally all, but normally only some, of the
net's action occurs with reference to these "goals," which are
selected and set in the net by, with the participation of, or
for the net--and may later be modified in the same way. The
action of the net in relation to "goal." events and
relationships is homeostatic; it tends to seek them by
manipulation of the environment, or internal modification, or
both.

(5) Individual decision centers and channels are
specialized as to the kinds of information they handle and the
ways in which they handle it. The characteristic action
patterns of each center and channel constitutes their roles in
the net. Individuals functioning as components in the net
come to expect themselves and others with whom they
communicate regularly to behave in certain ways in given
situations (or at least within certain limits); it is evident
that if persons in a group or organization wish to coordinate
their actions for some purpose, each must know something about
what the others expect him to do and what actions he can
expect from others. The expectations concerning the behavior
of a given member of the group or organization are called role
expectations, and they maintain a certain degree of stability.
Behavior of course may not always conform precisely or fully
with that expressed or implied in role expectations, but a
minimum degree of correspondence, and thus predictability, is
necessary for any cooperative action.

(6) In complex nets the roles of individual decision
centers and channels are clustered and interrelated to make up
subpatterns wi thin the larger network. As communication nets
themselves they receive. process, store, and transmit
information with varying degrees of autonomy from the larger
net of which they are components. Their action in relation to
this over-all system also possesses role characteristics. and
they generate role expectations as to their functions in the
net. These are simply expectations that a group or
organization, or one or more of its components. will act in a
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w~y in a given type of situation. Such expectations are
ordinanly called policies. The types of si tuations which
occur frequently or repetiUvely in a net's relations with its
environment or components, or between segments of the net are. . ,

sa t.uat.Lons concerning which policies exist or are
consciously developed. They merely express implici tly or
explici tly, what the observer crn expect the' organization to
do in a given type of situation.

Dorsey's self-modifying communication net can truly be termed an

administrative communication model. It is based upon logically drawn

conclusions and assumptions and attempts to put forth a workable

solution to communication problems in school settings that could be

utilized by any administrator.

Jerry L. Pulley proposes that school administrators who bemoan

communications problems take a look at the classic linear model of

communication to find out what points of interference correspond to the

basic components of the communication process.

The five components of the communication model consist of (a) the

source, (b) the message, (c) the medium, (d) the receiver, and (e) the

reaction. While each of these serves a primary function in the

communication process, they can also be responsible for a critical

breakdown in the communication process. Pulley identifies each of the

five components and how they can be sources of interference.

Source

First, the principal himself (source) may serve as point
of interference. For example, it is common knowledge that the
position of the principalship is perceived differently by
different groups. Some view the principal with fear, some see
him as a threat, and others as a tool of the superintendent
and board of education. • The fact that the principalship
is shrouded in controversy and is viewed by individuals and
groups in a wide variety of ways is sometimes an inhibiting
factor in the transmission of messages to their intended
destination.

1 Dorsey, pp. 255-65.
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Message

The next. possible point of interference is in the message
itself and the manner in which it is constructed or encoded.
Most educators (principals included), are guilty of the over
use of education jargon, or "pedaguese" when communicating
with laymen. Often, too little attention is given too the
level of understanding and technical expertise of the audience
for whom we wish to share information. And, sadly, we
sometimes attempt to impress rather than communicate.

Medium

The third critical phase of the communication process at
which point messages may be distorted or impeded is the medium
or channel. Many factors are involved in selecting the
appropriate medium--available time, cost, size and
geographical location of the audience, the media at our
disposal, and our expertise in the use of the media. A
question that must be answered is, "Will the selected medium
actually transmit the message to its intended destination?"
If the answer to that question is yes, the next question is, "
Will the message capture the attention of the audience?'!
Principals should keep in mind that a multitude of individuals
and groups are simultaneously competing for their attention.

Recei ver

The next interference point in the communication process
is that stage when the receiver interprets the message. The
number of possible interpretations of an identical message is
probably equal to the number of persons who receive the
message. People also interpret messages in a manner in which
they want to interpret them. For example, communications to
parents that indicate their children are having academic or
behavioral problems at school are sometimes misinterpreted
because the parents don't wish to admit their children's
inadequacies or mistakes.

Reac tion

The final component of the communication model, which
coincidentally serves as an obstacle to effective
communication, is the reaction of the receiver to the message.
All too frequently, receivers react to messages in manners
that are totally unelpected--sometimes for the better,
sometimes for the worse.

Pulley "concludes by stating," an awareness by the principal of

1 Pulley, pp. 51-53.
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of interference," '" • should assist him in the construction

effect!ve communication system and serve as a basis for the

communications that go 1
awry. That conclusion seems

optimistic and misguided since no previous material presented

mentioned or eluded to a communication system. Once again

common senSe remedies are passed off as theoretical assumptions, systems

components, and models to be followed.

Jerome Lysaught proposes a modified enlarged model of the

communication process built upon theory from communication behavioral

¢H":.l.~UI.LlStS. The basis of the mode L is the naturalistic view of

::ommunications:

Speaker > Message

Figure 2

Modified Laswell Model
of Communications

) Listener ]

Source: Ly s aug ht; , p , 104.

In the 1940's, Harold Laswell added two elements to be considered

with this basic model. The first element was which channel or medium

was used to transmit the message; face-to-face communication, newspaper,

personal note, etc:. The second element added by Laswell was what effect

the message had upon the listener.

common agreement upon the second.

modified model:

1
Pu lley, p , 54.

Lysaught states that there is not

Therefore he proposed the following
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Channel or

I Speaker I IMessage]

Medium

Figure 3

Modified Laswell Model
of Communications

lListened

Source: Lysaught. p. 104.

Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver using an information theory

approach added the concepts of source. destination. and noise to the

Laswell model. The source of the information or material to be

communicated may be outside the transmi tter; similarly, the intended

destination of the message may be beyond or outside the receiver. Noise

represents both the natural static within the communication lines and

processes as well as competing signals and variant information

.. 1tranSml.SSlons.

Channel or

Source~ I Speaker~ I Messagel

Medium

Figure 4

IListenerr-+!Destination I

Modified Shannon-Weaver
Information Theory Model

Source: Lysaught, p , 105.

Modifications to the information Theory Model included the works of

Weiner and Berlo who implemented still other essential elements:

I Lysaught, p. 104.
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~ ...~~.y~ng, decoding, and feedback. Encoding refers to the choice of the

"language" together with cognate and affective referents to designate a

IIfeeling
tl

as well as the literal meaning of the words. The process of

decoding is a reversal of the encoding process. Feedback is the

completion of the communications loop and conveys in the concepts of

system theory the capability of interactive modification and control

processes that permi t the original rece!ver to become the transmi tter in

1order to verify, enlarge, or correct the original message.

Channel or

IMessage) Destination

Medium
t

Noise

Destinatio

Channel a

IMessage I'--__--'"u I

Medium

Figure 5

Modified Weiner/Herlo
Model of Communication

Source: Lysaught, p , 105.

Lysaught completes the enlarged model of the communication process

the

Anderson

impacts

Schramm.

that

by including the work of theorists Anderson and

there is a specific setting whichsuggests

1 . th h br oade r bI nding context oftencommunication process a ong Wl . a muc .. ,

described as the cultural surroundings. Schramm proposes further that

1 Lysaught, p. 104.
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individuals each bring their own past fields of experience which shade

the communication process even more. This can be compared to the

Gelzels-Guba-Thelen formulation of three organization behaviors: the

idiographic field of the participants, the nomothetic field of the

specific organization or institution, and the general cultural or

societal contest in which both the individuals and the organization are

1to be found and in which they function.

~-,,----::>'"----::,,----lChanna I 0 rI---::>'"--~--:;:_,

Medium

Figure 6

Completed Model of Communication

Source: Lyaaught , p , 108.

I h th h the study O ~ the field ofLysaught cone udes t at even oug . L

i i there 1.' S still much that can be used bycommunicat on s young,

educational admi rri s t r a.t o r s , First, there is a common (if not

~ i ti s that proceeds fromunanimously accepted) model Lor commun ca . on ..

information theory which can detail essential elements for understanding

communications. In addi t i on the following can be used:

1. An examination of the language-culture interface within

1 Lysaught, p. 107
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the institution or organiz.ation based on the insights of
linguists and semantics. The applied school of general
semanticists offers a concrete set of guides for the
clarification of communications.

2. The enhancement of interpersonal communications through
the insights of the group dynamics and the transactional
analyses approaches to improve the quality of communications
stimuli, response, and "level" of understanding and empathy.

3. The improvement of organizational concepts using the
insights and the evidence of theorists who have advocated the
fundamental contribution of communications to organizational
cooperation, effectiveness, and growth.

4. The application and redirection of analytic tools such as
content analysis, communications surveys, and attitu1e surveys
to organizational units of observation and analysis.

Lysaught further contends that much more has been learned than has

actually been put into practice. The primary emphasis now should be for

specific organizations and institutions to generate new methods and

working translations of these theories into working practices in

conjunction with research.

Hoy and Miskel, Hampton and Lauer, Korsey, Pulley, and Lysaught

have all proposed models or theories for educational administrators to

use in formulating communication practices. Are there others? Many so-

called "models" are simply descriptive "how to do" presentations. They

are not research based.

to deal with a problem.

They are an authors' prescriptive methodology

While these may be good prescriptors and

practices for administrators to follow, they present a hit-and-miss

approach to the communication problems facing school administrators. No

overall encompassing plan is presented. Examples of this type of

presentation are prolific in the literature and will be presented to

show the extent of the shallowness and lack of basic research in

1 Lysaught, p. 107.
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1 communication.

They present

David Nelson and William Heeney project a model for improved

administrative communication called "directed listening.

eleven specific listening skills, 9 barriers to effective listening, and

directed listening as an administrative strategy.1 Granted, listening

skills are an important part of the communication process; however, the

information presented by Nelson and Heeney is only a small part of the

total communication process.

Kusimo and Erlandson propose to impact one-way, faculty, narrow

channels of communication with instructional communications. Through a

study of four large urban high schools the authors sought to discover

the nature and adequacy of the channels by which communication about

instruction flowed. A summarizing of their findings states that narrow,

faulty, one-way channels tend to prevail in schools, and are simply not

adequate to serve instructional requirements. If instruction is to be

effectively served, the schools organizational structure must support

communications that readily flow upward, downward, and horizontally over

2
multiple channels that are designed to carry them. Once again a single

facet of the communication process is laden with the burden of proof for

remedying the total process. Even withstanding this type of fallacy,

nothing is given as a remediation for the problem.

Gelms proposes that building--level publications are the

1 David Nelson and William Heeney, "Directed Listening: A Model
for Improved Administrative Communication," NASSP Bulletin, May 1984,
pp , 124-29.

2 Kusimo and Erlandson, pp. 18-24.
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communications tool that will solve communications problems

tration. Nineteen separate publications are proposed for

build.ing--level principals to produce and disseminate to teachers,

staff, students, 1
and parents. While certainly ideal. it would take a

staff of two specialists and an even larger production crew to compile,

complete, and continually update these communication items. And even if

the capabilities to do this kind of operation were possible (and for

m.ost schools it is not) once again we are addressing only one issue of

the communication process.

Kersting contends that too many administrators have allowed their

speech patterns to become laden wi t h vague. inflated diction, and that

the only way to move toward effective communication would be to

eliminate the use of administrative and educational jargon. 2

Goldstein provides his readers with a list of do's and don'ts for

correct writing in order to communicate with simplicity and clarity. He

further contends that school people should communicate frequently and

well, orally and in writing, but only when they need to do so since

I . i 3needless communication is use ess commun1cat on.

Both Kersting and Goldstein give one-sided simplistic options to a

multi-faceted global problem. This should not be interpreted to mean

that what they have presented is not worthwhile because it certainly is.

However. their articles are limited in what they present toward an

1 Kenneth J. Gelms, "The Overlooked Communications Tool: Bu i lding

Level Publications." NASS? Bulletin. Jan. 1979, pp , 39-45.

2 Thomas D. Kersting, "Administrati ve Jargon as a Barrier to
Effective Communication," NASSP Bulletin, May 1984, pp. 97-99.

3 William Goldstein, "How to Communicate wi th SiropHei ty, Clarity,"
NASS? Bulletin, Feb. 1982, pp , 53-59.
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raIl educational administrative theory or model for communication in

schools.

Ron Ab re I I presents a working model to help educational leaders

determine the cause of communication breakdowns so that corrective

measures may be taken. AbreU's model is an extension of the work of

Wilbur Schramm, Rudolph Verderber, and James Polczynski, and focuses on

the major areas where failures in communication most frequently occur.

The variables that cause communication breakdowns according to Abrell

are: sinceri ty, empathy, self-perception, role-perception, efforts to

distort the message, images, vehicle for the message, ability to

communicate, listening abili ty , cultural he r i tage, tradition,

conditioning, noise, and feedback. After explaining briefly how each

variable affects the communication process and how that variable can be

aided toward bettering communication skills, Abrell concludes:

The model is designed to raise the level of
awareness of educational leaders as to where communication
breakdowns occur. The model can be used in training
prospective administrators by such methods as role playing,
case studies, and simulation.

The model can also be used by practicing leaders who must
communicate on a daily or periodic basis with their followers.
As communication problems take place, the model can be used to
spot what pitfall has caused or contributed to the breakdown.
Once the cause has been located, corrective action can then be
taken.

Action, of course, must be taken because it is the task
of all education to communicate with accuracy, clarity, and
meaning. It is especially the task of educational leaderr to
communicate with those they serve and with whom they work.

The model presented by Abrell is based upon widely accepted

interpersonal communications theory.

1 Abrell, pp. 97-104.

His descriptions of the variables
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accurate; however, his prescriptors for helping those who are

experiencing problems with each of the variables are less than

overwhelming. Once again this model presents only one aspect the total

communication process that faces educational administrators on a dai ly

basis.

Walter St. John gives some sequential steps to follow in planning a

communications system for a school. The major areas to be considered

accordi ng to St. John are: (1) what are the key goals of the

communication program; (2) How to make a communications needs analysis;

(3) who should be responsible for the school communications program; (4)

the importance of communication f s credibi 1i ty and how it is developed;

(5) the 14 key communications attitudes needed by administrators; (6) 17

steps in planning a schoolwide communications program; (7) what

St. John concludes his article by

communications

communications

saying:

networks

policies

(channels)

1
to adopt.

should be used; (8) key

If high school principals and their assistants reserve
time for carefully planning their school communications
program and follow recommended planning strategies they should
see a significant improvement not only in communications, but
in general school climate as well as staff morale and job
satisfaction. Since school communications are so vital to the
success of all educational pursuits, the communications
program deserves a top priority from every 2member of the
administrative team--especially the principal.

St. John's conclusions can hardly be argued against from the point

of view of need. However the reality of the issue leaves much to be

questioned. In St. John's "Seventeen Steps in Planning a Schoolwide

1 Walter St. John, "How to Plan an Effective School Communications
Program," NASSP Bulletin, Jan. 1983, pp. 21-27.

2 Lb i d , , p. 27.
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lIfix

Without the

responsibility; adopt a budget; hire a communications specialist if

1
possible." With most school budgets already strained beyond capacity,

it is certainly unlikely that further expenditures, which include the

hiring of a specialist, would be done. Furthermore the fixing of

responsibility falls directly back upon the principal.

principal's guidance, coercion, and direct support, a communications

plan will fail. St. John's ideas and methodology for planning are

excellent, but once again the realistic implementation viewpoint is

totally missed. As a consequence, the realism of the plan quickly

looses appeal due to its lack of relevance to the practitioner.

Raving investigated the various models and theories of educational

administration communication theory, what communication research has

been conducted in educational administration? Are there specific

studies that have identified specific educational administrative

communication problems and specified solutions, methodologies, or skills

that administrators can utilize?

Lloyd E. McCleary conducted a nationwide study of the practices and

problems of communications in large secondary schools. The research

populatiofl used was secondary schools that enrolled more than 1,000

students and in which the principals were members of the National

Association of Secondary School Principals. More than 5,000 schools

were available for the study. The focus of the study was to obtain

infor-mation about methods and media of communication, characteristics of

communications systems in operation, principals' perceptions of needs

and prior-ities for impr-ovement, and some evaluation of the effectiveness

1 St. John, p , 23.



of various practices.

The major findings of the study were:

. The methods most frequently reported by principals for
brLugi.ng the entire staff or significant parts of it together
in face-to-face situations are listed • in order of the
relati ve frequency wi th which they are seemingly used with
some regularity; that is monthly or more often. General
faculty meetings, department meetings principal's cabinet
meetings I and meetings of department chairmen lead all other
types of gatherings by a significant margin. Of these four,
as might be expected, the principal assumes the least direct
role in department meetings.

Individual, face-to-face communications represent the
most perplexing dilemma for the principal of the large school.
Repeatedly, respondents reported the frustration of too Ii ttle
time to confer adequately with individual staff members.

Written communications regular bulletins; special
bulletins and announcements; staff handbook or manual; staff
newsletter; reports of work groups; polls of staff opinion;
surveys of practices;. (are) most often used by
principals arranged in descending order of frequency.
Although the daily or weekly bulletin to the staff leads the
list, it should be noted that in their comments principals
expressed dissatisfaction with this means of communication far
more frequently than wi th any other type in any category.

Wd ting can be of particular value in communicating
information and directions, but it often is of limited value
in communicating or in changing attitudes, opinions, and
beliefs ••••

Principals cited as most effective the use of written media to
reinforce announced decisions, to follow up discussions, and
to disseminate results of studies and deliberations.
Apparently principals who use written media effectively
attempt to link them to other forms of communication and do
not rely upon the written word alone to communicate changes in
procedures or new ideas that run counter to current practices.

A primary interest in studying communications in the
large secondary school was to learn the extent to which
visual-electronic media are utilized to overcome the problems
caused by size and complexity of operation in such a school.
The results of the survey were disappointing in terms of the
effectiveness of visual-electronic media. Seventy-four
percent of the respondents reported that they use public
address or intercom systems to communicate with staff on a
daily or weekly basis; next most frequently used was the
conference telephone. No more than five percent of the
respondents reported the use of any other type of visual-
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electronic media as frequently as weekly ••••

concerning ineffective
there is a lack of follow-up on
and administrative decisions ••

One of the most common observations
administration is that
directives, announcements

The greatest needs for improvement indicated by the
comments of respondents centered upon the relationship of the
principal a?d the staff. Most frequently reported was the
need for t i me and help to increase personal contacts with
staff, to work with new teachers, and to involve staff with
planning and decision-making. Next most frequently reported
was the desire to consult with staff in order to obtain
feedback about the quality of teaching, problems of teacher
pupil and parent relations, and the interests teachers had in
professional improvement.

Two other responses followed well behind those but were
widely commented upon: (1) use of electronic media to
expedi te routine messages and information handling and (2)
value of expert help to systematize and improve the quality of
communications.

utilized at
indi vidual

meetings,
intercom

Among the communications methods best
present, principals listed in this order:
conferences, small-group planning meetings, faculty
personal

1
contacts, daily or weekly bulletins, and

systems.

McCleary's comments on the findings of the study are summarized in

the following statements: principals should not blame all their

problems or inability to solve problems on a failure in communications;

communications should be considered not as a cure-all, but as (1) a

system or network of obtaining and transmitting information and (2) a

process for sharing understanding, diagnosing, deciding, and monitoring.

In viewing communications as a system or network the school might need

to set up devices such as bulletins, public address systems,

It is the administratorsconferences, group meetings, and the like.

task to see that the communication devices are sufficient to link

together the individuals in the school organization. In regards to the

1 McCleary, pp. 50-57.
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process of communication the principal should think of key
administrati ve

1communication.

functions as a means of examining how he uses

furtherMcCleary suggests seven axioms for principals to follow.

These axioms are divided into three administrative functions: the first

three axioms are related to diagnosis', the next two with decision-

making; and the final two with control.

Diagnosis

1. The p rd ncLpaI needs to take Lnt.o account the nature of
this uncertainty as well as the value of the communication
devices.

2. The principal must judge the communications devices he
wishes to use on the basis of the fidelity required.

3. The principal should incorporate both wide-band and
narrow-band devices into his communications system.

Decision-Making

4. Principals should be consclous of the approach they are
taking and make use of approprlate communications devices for
decision making--narrow-band devices for fidelity, wide-band
devices for coverage.

5. As the principal makes use of communications devices in
his decisions, he should make judgments about the accuracy of
information they are providing.

Control

6. The principal
communications system
feedback.

needs
that

to have
provides

a fully functioning
continuous, accurate

7. The principal will need to decide what his communicat~on

system is to be sensitive to and how sensitive it shall be.

What other research studies do educational administrators have to

fall back upon for help in solving their communication problems? Wayne

1
McCleary, p. 59.

2
Ibid., pp. 60-61.
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One conducted by w. w.

Charters in a laboratory high school and five elementary schools used a

sociometric procedure to chart the communication networks. The findings

of Charter's study are reported by Hoy and Miskel:

Charters found a gross difference between the high school
and the elementary schools in the amount of communication.
Elementary schools exhibited a much larger volume, with most
teachers in direct contact with one another. In contrast,
only 15 percent of the high school staff pairs interacted
regularly.

This massive difference in communication volume is
partially explained by staff size. The average number of
contacts per staff member declined with increasing faculty
size. Larger facilities and physical dispersion along with
specialized personnel (guidance counselors or special
teachers) who are not in the main flow of classroom
instruction help explain the impact of size on communication
volume. Charters did note that size alone does not account
for the entire difference, however. Elementary school staffs
communicate more than high school staffs.

Finally, an overarching stability in the communication
patterns is related to the division of labor and physical
proximity. Teachers in the same subject specialty and, to a
lesser extent, those closer together form enduring
communication networks. In summary, level and size of school,
specialization, and proximitY

l
affect the horizontal

communication patterns in schools.

Another research study cited by Hoy and Miskel was completed by

James M. Lipham and Donald C. Francke.

They developed a typology for nonverbal behavior and
subsequently used it to study promotable and nonpromotable
principals. Their first category, structuring of self,
includes self-maintenance, clothing, physical movement, and
posture. The second category, structuring of interaction,
includes greeting others, placement of others, interaction
distance, and interaction termination. The third category,
structuring of environment, includes environmental decor,
neatness, environmental noise, and the use of status symbols.

Lipham and Francke found significant differences b~tween
promotable and nonpromotable principals on both structurlng of

1 Hoy and Miskel, p. 249.
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interaction and environment. For example, promotables tended
to walk from behind their desks to greet visitors and take
ca~e . of thei r coats and hats. Moreover, the promotable
p rd nc i paLs tended to seat visitors either alongside the desk
or at the administrator's side of the desk at a distance of
three to four feet. The nonpromotable, on the other hand,
tended to position visitors in front and at the center of the
desk at distances ranging from five to twelve feet. In
structuring the environment, only the evidence of personal
items distinguished between the groups. The offices of
promotable principals, as compared to nonpromotables,
contained numerous personal items--photographs, paintings,
citations and assorted knickknacks. In addition,
environmental noise and interruptions tended to be higher in
the offices of the nonpromotables. Lipham and Francke noted
that in some schools as many as a dozen students were sent to
the office for misbehavior or errands finally, promotable
principals differed from nonpromotables in the use of
nameplates as status symbols. Although nameplates usually
were in evidence in all offices, promotables used them in
£unctionfl ways (e.g., as paperweights) rather than as status
symbols.

Hoy and Miskel believe that the lack of communication research may

be related to the characteristics of the existing empirical methods.

Good empi rical research which would include content analysis,

sociometry, and interaction analysis is both time-consuming and

difficult to accomplish. Three measures have been developed however

which could help contribute to theory and practice of communication in

educational administration.

Cal W. Downs and Michael D. Hazen, using reviews of the literature t

developed the Communication Satisfaction Survey (CSS) to me asu re

Theof an organi za t i on ' s communication system.employee perceptions

which contains forty items representing eight factors,ques t i onria i re ,

essentially h sat. l· s f i ed they are with the amountasks its respondents ow
2

and quality of information in their organization. Hoy and Miskel

1 Hoy and Miskel t pp. 249-50.

2 Ib t d , , p. 250.
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report the following concerning the CSS:

The CSS demonstrates a potential for useful research in
.the educational setting. The test-retest reliability is 0.94,
the factor.structure is stable over several different groups,
and the validi ty is promising. The CBS also is a practical
tool for balancing two somewhat contradictory components of
communication effectiveness. More efficient authoritarian
pat~erns. tend to lessen professional employee job
aa t t s f ac t Lon , Therefore, the ess can be used to monitor the
satisfac tion of employees wi fh the communication system and
make appropriate adjustments.

Keith Davis developed the Episodic Communications Channels in

Organizations (ECCO) questionnaire which asks its respondents to

indicate: (1) how much, if any, of a particular message was received;

(2) when it was received; (3) the location where it was received; (4)

from whom it was received; and (5) through what channels and media it

2
was received.

The ECCO methodology calls for the serial administration
of two or more questionnaires, each of which traces a
di f ferent message through the same organization. Therefore,
the technique is longitudinal and is responsive to the dynamic
aspects of both communication and organization. Other
advantages include (1) its economy of time and money; (2) its
simplicity; (3) its high data yield; and (4) its ability to
identify formal-informal and vertical-horizontal networks in
the same organization••••

ECCO analysis can provide an elaborate, insightful description
of a school's stable communication patterns and how they
accommodate different messages. For example, during contract
negotiations, a study of information flow (networks) and
sources of distortion could add to our theoretical and
practical ~nderstandings of the negotiation and communication
processes.

Jerry W. Valentine, Bradford L. Tate, Alan T. Seagren, and John A.

Lamme L, working as a research team under the direction of Seag re n ,

1 Hoy and Miskel, p. 252.

2 n.re ., p , 252.

3 Ibid., pp. 252-54.
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developed the Administrative Verbal Interaction System (AVIS). The AVIS

was originally designed to measure the verbal behavior of teachers and

students in their leader-subordinate rOles, was modified to measure

administrators' interaction with students , teachers, parents, and other

admi ni s t ra tors.

1
then conduc ted.

A study of secondary high schools using the AVIS was

The findings of this study can be summarized in the following

statements: (1) verbal behavior of administrators revealed significant

relationships between what an administrator said and the climate of the

administrator's school; (2) the more direct the principal, the more

positive the attitudes of teachers, students, and parents; (3) the use

of humor by the administrator and by those with whom he came in contact

indicated a significantly relaxed, positive human-relations atmosphere;

(4) the expression of personal values or opinions by administrators with

those whom he works adds to a positive working relationship; (5)

administrators were consistently direct or indirect in their verbal

behaviors utilized; (6) the influence of the verbal behavior of the

2
principal was stronger with teachers than with students or parents.

But what does this study mean for the practicing school

administrator? According to Valentine et al., the answer lies in two

areas: (1) important specific behaviors which the administrator should

be aware, and (2) implications of the study beyond specific behaviors.

First
behaviors

of all, specific behaviors.
are most significant should

The choice of
be made by

what
the

1 et ale "What You Say Does Make A Difference,"Jerry W. Valentine,
NASSP Bulletin, Dec. 1975, p. 68.

2 Ibid., pp. 72-73.
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indi vidual administrator as he assesses. th t f
d i e ypes o. outcomes

he es res. This study not intended t b
, 0 e prescriptive, does

not . spell out a cookbook approach to administrator verbal
behavior. However, it does p rovi.d he t e practicing
adminis t r a t or wi th useful data for assessing his own si tuation
and deciding what behaviors are appropriate in his si tuation.

The significance of the study beyond the realm of
specific behavior Can be more important to the practicing
administrator than the specific study data. This is
emphasi z ed because the study has shown the feasi bi 1i ty of
effectively studying an administrator's verbal behavior in a
methodology that is within the reach of any practicing
administrator. An administrator can study his own personal
behavior, make comparisons of his own behavior wi th other
data, and then make more meaningful decisions about his own
behavior's appropriateness.

This concept of self-assessment is certainly not new to
administrators, yet for so long as we have self-assessed more
through visceral feelings than hard data. Are not both types
of assessment appropriate? In teacher evaluation, providing
information about performance in the form of feedback is
important if behavior is to be modified or changed. For the
administrator, such feedback occurs through self-analysis or,
as administration moves more toward the "team" concept, more
help can come from a fellow administrator. Regardless of
where feedback comes from, administrators need it. They can
now more accurately identify the specific verbal behaviors
utilized and then make their own judgments as to whether the
behaviors were appropriate or inappropriate. As organizations
grow and become more complex, it is the astute administrator
who pauses long enough to question and study his own
communicatfve ability in light of the outcomes he feels are
desirable.

Jerry Valentine later constructed a Li ke r t r-t ype instrument called

the Audit of Administrator Communication (AAC) that could be used by

school principals to quickly self-assess perceptions of their

communication skills.

"Do Your Teachers Really Understand You 7" NASSP

communicative ability, and by teachers to assess the principals'

The AAC evolved from its initial 40-item, 10-

2
dimension instrument to 27 items and four factors.

1 4Valentine et al., p. 7 •

2 Jerry Valentine,
Bulletin, May 1981, p , 35.
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to

principal-teacher communication are:

1. Affective Involver--The administrator understands and
accepts the feelings, thoughts, values of the teacher. The
admi nlstrator seeks involvement in the personal,
nonprofessional life of the teacher, and shares personal,
nonprofessional interests wi th the teachers. The
administrator seeks opinions and feelings on school-related
issues and shares with teachers personal thoughts on school
issues. Teachers feel comfortable discussing personal or
professional problems with the administrator.

2. lnf ormer--The adminis t r a t or clearly communicated
information, directions, and decisions to the teachers.
Teachers feel they are well-informed. Teachers understand
what is expected.

3. Developer--The administrator stimulates and encourages the
teacher toward personal and professional growth. This
involves establishing personal and professional goals coupled
with a realistic assessment of present capabilities.

4. Encourager--The administrator uti If ze.s posi ti ve rather
than negative reinforcement. The administrator encourages
teachers by showing an interest in teacher concerns and making
the teacher feel those concerns are significant.

Valentine reported finds and insight derived from a completed study

of 30 randomly selected secondary schools using the AAC.

A study of the four factors of the instrument supported
the item analysis. The highest scoring factor was that of
Informer, followed in order by Developer, Encourager, and
Affective Involver. A study of the item by item responses and
the factors reflect high level skill in task-oriented,
decision-making types of communication and raise a significant
concern over the more negatively perceived skills in the
humane, interpersonal affective domain.

Other findings of interest to the practicing principal
indicated the overall communicative ability of principals was
most favorably rated by those teachers with: (1) fewest years
of experience: (2) fewest graduate hours; (3) fe~e~t years
working wi t h their current principal; and (4) admtnt s t ra t i ve

ib ' l ' ti s such as department heads. Teacherrespons. 11 e, .... . . . . . ,
perceptions of administrators were consisten~ly slmilar
regardless of whether they were hired by the pr1ncipal they

1 d Y 1"Valentine, "Do Your Teachers Understan ou : p , 36.
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we r e assessing or a previous principal and regardless
sex of the teacher. of the

This study of 30 d. sec.on ary schools represents findings
congruent with other research of principal communication using
the AAC. Collectively, principals can be pleased with the
ski l1s of clear, preci se communicatio f d i Ii f ti d n 0 ec 8 ons,
norma on, an· expectations; and concerned about the absence

of strength in the affective areas of communication. I

Valentine's efforts should be lauded and encouraged because he is

one of the few researchers in the educational administration

communications field. Howe i hi f. ver, once aga n . s indings and research are

limited to only one aspect of the total organizational communications

field; interpersonal communications.

Perhaps the entire issue of educational administration

communication is best summarized by Jerry Valentine when he writes:

Communication is an essential tool for the educational
administrator. Research indicates that supervisors spend at
least 70% of their time involved directly in the process of
communication (Mil tz , 1977, p , 1). Seventy percent reflects a
significant portion of an administrator's time and thus a
skill which must not be overlooked. The study of
administrator communication, however, reveals a minimal amount
of research related to the process of administrator
communication and the skills which underlie the process.
Rather, what typically appears in the li terature is summarized
by the following paragraph on the inside promotional jacket
cover of a recently published book on administrator
communication:

These days crystal-clear communications are vital to your
success as an administrator, and now this practical manual
provides you wi th hundreds of proven, successfully tested ways
to strengthen, polish and improve all the various levels on
which you must skillfully communicate. (Goldstein, 1977,

p. 31)

Ini tial reaction to this how-to-do-it or recipe
literature easily can be negative. But in light of how
relatively meager effort has been exerted to clarify the
importance of effective communication by administrative
behaviorists and theorists, we must not be too quickly
critical. Perhaps a dissection of the how-to-do-it literature

1 U d d Y ?"Valentine, "Do Your Teachers n e r s t an ou : p. 37.
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Lt se Lf , The
admi ni s t r a t or
educators but

us with a clearer insight into the process
most appropriate insight into the question of
communication. however. comes not fr m the

from communicative behavioral sCientists.~
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With this caveat it seems only appropriate to turn to the

With this view

behavioral scientists for a total picture of how administrators can use

communication effectively to help their organizations.

as a goal the area of organizational communication will be reviewed for

ideas, research findings. and recommendations that can be implemented in

the educational administration field.

Organizational Communication

Recently the American public has been alerted to the fact
that organizational communication may well be the key to our
national economic success in the eighties. We are described
by John Naisbitt (1982) in Megatrends as no longer an
industrial society, but instead an information society. He
describes the vertical to horizontal power shift. the
transition from hierarchies to networks based on and in rich
communication wi thin America' 8 corporations. Peters and
Waterman (1982). in their recent bestseller, In Search of
Excellence, identify intense, informa2communication a8 the
key to corporate excellence in America.

If organizational communication is the key to our national economic

success in the eighties, certainly it must be an enlightening and

worthwhile subject to study for what it may have to offer educational

admi nis t r a tors. Large high schools are certainly large organizations

with budgets in the millions of dollars. Yet many high school

organizations are still bureaucratically administered as they have been

f h 40 d rs '3ith slow ted'ous. and faultyor t e past . an· more yea·· w· .; .L ,

1 C . t' " 1Valentine, "Audi t of Administrator ommuru ca r on , p , •

2 Constance C. Staley and Pamela Shockley-Zalabak. "Identi~Ying
Communication Competencies for the Undergraduate Or'g ani.z a t i ona I
Communication Series," Communication Education, 34 (July 1985), p , 156.
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Since

Staley and Shockley-Zalabak, Naisbitt, dan Peters and Waterman have so

forcefully stated, organizational communicatio·n must h ld·0 great promise

for future organizational success. V 1·0 ard and Davies further accentuate

the promise of organizational communication:

The COMMUNICATION PROCESS in formal organizations has
attracted some consid blera e attention from researchers and
practitioners alike. "The Las t ten years or so have been
marked by a fai rly sizeable v~lume of research related to
communication in organizations"

Therefore a brief review of the l~terature .... conce rrn ng organizational

"Communication Patterns of
19, No.1 (Winter 1982),

communication will be undertaken to investigate what theories and models

could be applied to the study of educational administration theory and

educational administrative communication theory.

The best way to begin is by finding an agreed upon definition of

what organizational communication is. Because of its relative infancy as

a field of study of the social sciences, organizational communication

has many varying definitions.

Redding and Sanborn (1964) defined organizational
communication as the sending and receiving of information
within a complex organization. Their perception of the field
(as evidenced by their sourcebook-reader) included internal
communication, human relations, management-union relations,
downward, upward, and horizontal communication, communication
skills (speaking, listening, writing), and communication
program evaluation. Katz and Kahn (1966) perceived
organizational communication as the flow of information (the
exchange of information and the transmission of meaning)
within an organization. Using the general systems model
developed for the physical sciences by von Bertalanffy (1956,
1962) and others, Katz and Kahn define organizations as open
systems and discuss such properties as the importing of energy
from the environment, the transformation of this energy into
some product or service which is characteristic of the system,
the exporting of that product or service into the environment,

1 s. V. Volard and M. R. Davies,
Managers," Journal of Business Communication,
41.
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and the reenergizing of the system from energy sources found
once again in the environment. Zelko and Dance (1965)
primarily discuss the "skills" of communicating in businesses
and pr.ofessions (speech-making., 11's t enf.ng ,.. interviewing,
counseling, . con:erences, selling, persuading, e tc , }, They
~erceive . organlZational communication as interdependently
1ncluding both internal (upward, downward, and horizontal) and
external (public relations sales, advertising) communication.
Lesikar (1972) shares Zelko and Dance's perceptions of
internal/external communication and adds a third dimension-
personal communication (the informal exchange of information
and feelings among organizational members).

Thayer (1968), also using the general systems approach to
communication, refers to organizational communication as
"those data flows that subserve the organization's
communication and intercommunication processes in some way."
He identifies three communication systems within the
organization: operational (task-or operations-related data);
regulatory (orders, rules, instructions); and
maintenance/development (public and employee relations,
advertising, training). Bormann et a I , (1969) limit their
study of organizational communication to "speech
communication" (as opposed to written communication) within a
system of overlapping and interdependent groups. They
emphasize the communication skills of listening, meeting in
small groups, and speaking to persuade. Huseman et a l , (1969)
edi ted a reader which limi ted the field of organizational
communication to organizational structure, motivation, and
such communicative skills as listening, speaking, writing,
interviewing and discussing. Several writers (e.g., Lesikar,
1972, Schutte and Steinberg, 1960, and Vardaman and Vardaman,
1973) emphasize in their study of the field the written media
of communication (reports, letters, memos, bulletins,
proposals, etc.).

Greenbaum (1971, 1972) perceives the field of organizational
communication as including the formal and informal
communication flow within the organization. He prefers to
separate internal from external organizational communication
and views the role of communication primarily as one of
coordination (of the personal and organizational objectives
and problem-generating activities). Witkin and Stephens
(1972) de f I ne an organizational communication sy s tern as "~ho~e
interdependencies and interactions among and w~th1n
subsystems through the act of communication, which serve the
purposes of the organization." Haney 097~), using ~ ge~eral
semantics approach to communication, defInes .org~nIzat~onal
communication as the coordination (by communICatIon) of a
number of people who are interdependently related.

1 Gerald M. Goldhaber, Organizational Communication (Dubuque, Ia.:

Wm. C. Brown, 1974), pp , 8-10.
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common

elements: (L) organizational communication occurs within a complex open

system which is influenced by and influences .lts environment; (2 )

organizational communication involves messages, th i fle r ow, purpose,

direction and media; and (3) organizational communication involves

people, their attitudes, feelings, relationships, and skills. 1

Organizational communication is the flow of messages within a
network of interdependent relationships. This perception of
the field of organizational communication includes four key
concepts. '2' messages, network, interdependent, and
relationship.

Sanford, Hunt, and Bracey define organizational communication

through its various functions. They "assume that communication does

certain tasks, or functions, for an organization. Each function makes a

unique contribution to the organization and results only through

3communication." These functions briefly outlined are:

1. Integration--involves taking the ideas, products, and
contributions of others, generated elsewhere, and utilizing
them in one's own task. Integration suggests that all
individuals in the organization operate within a framework of
mutual dependency.

2. Maintenance--Like all living organisms, the organization
must maintain itself within an environment of limited
resourceS. Informational inputs are processed to allow the
system to adapt to changing conditions. These changing
condi tions must be observed early and information about them
must be transmitted to the primary decision makers in the
organization so that adjustments in operating procedures can
be made. If the organization does not have some mechanism to
do this, it cannot survive.

3. Orientation--Within any organization, there is a need to

1 Goldhaber, p. 11.

2
Ibtd , , p. 11.

3 Aubrey C. Sanford, Gary T. Hunt, and
Communication Behavior in Organizations (Columbus,
Her r i Ll , 1976), p. 11.

Hyler
Oh , :

J. Bracey,
Charles E.
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disseminate work-related information to the members of the
organization, or orient them. Without same degree of
knowledge about the job, the individual cannot perform the
task. Often, fullscale orientation programs are structured
into the operating procedures of the organization. At other
times, orientation is accomplished through work manuals or
job descriptions. The need for orientation is continual
wi thin the organization since preparations must always be made
to accomplish new tasks.

4. Member Growth--The extent to which our own individual
goals overlap with our organization's, we will be committed to
the success of the organization. The individual may be able
to grow and develop as a person through his or her association
wi th the organization. However, this occurs only when
information about opportunities for growth are transmitted to
him or her. As the individual is made aware of the
opportunities, seeing how the opportunities enable him or her
to reach a personal goal, he or she may be motivated to take
advantage of them. The transmission of information about
promotion, tenure, training, educational advancement, travel,
and the like becomes an important use of the organizational
communication system.

5. Decision Making--Organizations are continually required to
make decisions to resolve apparent conflict. Alternative
courses of action provide a source of ambiguity for the
organization. To reduce the ambiguity, a particular action is
selected and the organization attempts to implement it. Good
decisions are made when good information is transmitted to
decision makerr. Inadequate information produces poor
decision making.

John E. Bai rd contends, as do many other writers, that "ours is an

organized society. We are born in organizations, educated by them, and

spend most of
2

our lives working for them." Baird defines

. . 1 . ti through the process and dynamics oforganlzatlona communlca on

communication in an organization.

According to Baird 1I 0ne must consider first the subsystems of which

organizations are composed. The most basic unit or subsystem of the

1 Sanford, Hunt, and Bracey, pp. 11-12.

2 Dy i or Organizational CommunicationJohn E. Baird, Jr., Thenam cs _
(New York: Harper and Row, 1977), p. 1.
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organization is the individual. The ways in which individuals

andinterpret, transmit messages and the ways in which those

messages affect the individuals' motivations are therefore the factors

recei ve,

central to organizational communication."l

The next subsystem of the organization is the dyad. This is formed

when two people meet in conversation. This is an important

organizational element since informal conversations occur continuously

2within an organization.

The third subsystem is comprised of three or more organizational

members who interact. This is called a group. The amount of work

accomplished and individual satisfaction is often communicated and

determined in informal groups. Formal groups usually make policies and

k f h i · 3contribute to the decision ma ing governance 0 t e organzatlon.

The final communication subsystem involves all three previous

subsystems and more. This is the organization's hierarchy. Leadership

. . 4
communication is the largest subsystem of organization communlcation.

The enti re system that makes up the subsystems is the organization.

At this level there are identified channels and networks which connect

all of the subsystems together.

informaL 5

These networks may be formal or

The final element of organizational communication according to

Baird is the fact that organizations are open systems and that they must

1
Ibid. , 33.p.

2
Ibid •• 33.p.

3
Ibid. , 33.p.

4
Ibid. , 34.p.

5
Bai rd , 34.p.
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constantly interact with their environment. Organizational

an

outside

place nottakes only wi thin the boundaries of

but also across those boundaries wi th theorganization

communication

1
envi ronmen t ,

Cal Downs, David Berg, and Wil Linkugel believe that organizational

communication must be envisioned through an examination of the

organization as a whole. Therefore the organization can be looked upon

as a complete communication system. Each system is part of a

suprasystem or total environment in which a number of systems operate.

What happens in the suprasystem affects the internal workings of the

system. An example might be; if a business closes in a communi ty , that

not only affects the economy of that community it also affects the

school system since some people may leave. This would mean fewer

students, less money for schools, teacher lay-offs and faculty morale

problems in the schools. The reverse could take place if a new business

i
. 2opens n a commun1ty.

Downs et ale further contends that each system or organization

builds communication networks designed to monitor the organizations

relationship with its suprasystem. Each network is divided into several

subsystems which Downs et ale classifies by: (1) communicative func-

tions; (a) informative, (b) persuasive, (c) command/regulative, and (d)

integrative; (2) kind of network; (a) formal and (b) informal; and (3)

3
organizational direction; (a) downward, (b) upward, and (c) horizontal.

1
Bai rd , p. 34.

David M. Berg, and Wil A. Linkugel, The
(New York: Harper and Row, 1977). pp , 21-

2 Cal W. Downs,
Organizational Communicator
22.

J Ibid., pp. 20-30.
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Each organization is a unique communication system made up of
several different subsystems. each processing different kinds
of messages and perhaps performing different kinds of
communicative functions. Ultimately. however. organizations
must be.~nterpreted in terrs of people--people interacting in
various k1nds of groupings.

Goldhaber. Dennis. Rt che t to, and WHo believe that to understand

organizational communication. researchers should not be looking for a

grand. all inclusi ve , theory as so many researchers do. The belief that

if research is conducted accurately and instruments are refined enough

then luckily one day the hidden theory will suddenly be disclosed which

explains all organizational communication behavior in all situations.
2

We are willing to stick our necks out to say: forget it.
It is very likely that we will not find the underlying
explanation for organizational communication behavior. There
is no "clarifying perspective" that remains hidden to "make
the pieces fall more simply into the whole" to paraphrase
Guetzkow••

Instead, we suggest that a more fruitful approach would
be to start with Guetzkow's (1965, p. 569) first notion that
communication in organizations is an area of study "in which
there is a special richness in contingent, interactive
effects." Or, if we adhere to the idea of a unified
explanation, then the "contingency approach" to organizational
communication, the interaction of organizational and
communication effects in different situations. may be most
appropriate. This model has been suggested in Wiio (1975,
1978) and Goldhaber, Dennis, Richetto, and WHo (l979?
Organizational communication effects can be explained onlY3 ~n

the context of the constraints of different contingencies.

a1.?

So what is organizational communication according to Goldhaber et

Any understanding of our conti ngency approach to

1 Downs. Berg, and Linkugel, p. 30.

2 Goldhaber et al., p. 334.

3
Ibid., p. 334.
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requires a conceptual
organizational communication.
so far communication in
on the same level with such

motivation. . leadership, and job

organizational communication
clarification of the concept of
In much of the discussion
organizations has been treated
behavioral variables as
satisfaction.

We suggest that organizational communication cannot be
compared wit~ other organizational variables: it makes all
the other var1ables possible. Without communication there can
be n? motivation, no leadership. no productivity, and no
org~nlzation. Organizational communication is an interfacing
var1able; the process of matching of two systems so that they
are able to function in a coordinated way. WHo (1978, p , 40)
has suggested the following definition of organizational
communication:

Organizational communication is such an interchange
of information between systems or parts of systems
where: (1) output information from one or several
control systems causes work processes in one or
several other control systems, and (2) the
communication process interfaces organizational
systems in different contingencies, so that they are
able to function as a social system in a compatible
and coordinated fashion to achieve organizational
and individual goals.

Wherever two eystems-e-persons , departments--meet in an
organization there has to be communication if the systems are
to cooperate towards common goals. For optimum results there
has to be a proper match between the systems through
communication. The success of the interfacing depends on four
major components: (1) structure and size of the communication
system, (2) quantity of information exchange in the system.
(3) content of the messages, and (4) timing of the
communication process.

When these contingencies change the output of the
organizational communication process changes. Communication
behavior can. perhaps, be predicted in sped fic contingencies.
On the other hand, differences in contingencies may and do
explain some of the conflicting research results described by
earlier writers.

It is quite evident that there is no commonly agreed upon

There are consistent terms,definition of organizational communication.

concepts, and processes that each author(s) and researcher proposes to

I Goldhaber et al., pp. 334-35.
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deal wi th the problems related to organizational communication.

Gordon L. Lippitt and a colleague of his f or many years, Leslie

This, have identified some of the barriers and prob Iems ht at managers

face in all types of organizational communication.

Distance. In some complex organizations supervisors are
physically at a distance from those super;ised. Infrequent
face-to-face supervi sian creates difficul ties. Often,
managers spend much time seeking gadgets, gimmicks,
techniques, and systems to overcome this communication
problem. There is no easy solution--improvement is bought at
a heavy price.

Distortion. When communication problems come to the attention
of the manager, they are frequently quite complex and
diffused. Too often they are not perceived while still
simple, readily identifiable, and remediable. When finally
grasped, so many persons have said so many things over so long
a period of time that it becomes extremely difficult to
separate factual data from feelings, emotions, and
psychological distortions. It is helpful for the manager to
recognize that sometimes, in communication, management is not
of people, processes, materials or functions but rather of the
perceptions, needs, and prejudices of people.

Lack of Leveling. Subordinates usually find that it is hard
to "level wi t h" their manager. If the actions of the manager
have resulted in faulty operations, it is difficult to
communicate this information without fearing how the manager
will react.

Lack of Trust. What wi 11 consistently be communicated is in
large part dependent upon what the subordinate believes the
manager has done with previously reported information. If,
for example, bad news previously reported resulted in a
"dressing down, It little future bad news will be reported. Or
if the subordinate senses that submitted reports are not acted
upon few, if any, reports are likely to be made voluntarily.

Inaccessibility. If the manager is inaccessible, physically
or psychologically, communication attempts will falloff.

The nature of the organization willType of Organization.
affect communication. For example, the distance between the
policy formulators and the action implementers may be too
great. Or those who implement a policy or decision may have
no role 1.n establishing the policy or making the decision, and
thus feel little responsibility for it.

Cap , There may be a defect in the formal
Communication f, Th rganization and its system 0
network of communicatlon• eo. h .
communication may be large and complex. Sometlmes t ere i.s a
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gap in the communication chain that has g·o·d One
I "h."· II ne unetected. .

e emen~ in ~ e chain that has fallen down on its
communication Job creates a gap. This gap will need to be
bridged to make communication function properly.

Lac~ of Clear Responsibilities. There may be status and role
amblguities.. When we feel that we have low status, we may
become overly c r i tical of our ideas and tend to inhibi t them.
Conversely, if we have high status, we may fail to listen to
and weigh carefully the ideas of others. If we are
inconsistent in our leadership roles, we are apt to find that
this lack of predictability creates confusion and errors of
response. The manager can check distribution of
responsibilities and job description. Many role problems can
be traced to lack of clarity, either written or verbal.

Paper Channels. A study of the organizational chart may be in
order to determine which formal channels are being used and
which exist only "on paper." As a general guide, the informal
and work-relationships communication networks can often give
ideas for analyzing and modifying the formal network. In some
instances, these networks can form the basis for new channels
or groupings in the formal network.

Semantic Differences. There may be language or semantic
differences. Sometimes we are blocked by our fai lure to
understand clearly the words or terms used. There are the
different connotations and meanings accorded words in various
sections of the country, and by different racial,
occupational, and other groups. Even within a single
organization, these factors often blur understanding between
occupational and professional groups. The manager can alert
staff to these differences and review terminology used in
communications to the different occupational groups--such as
written forms, meeting formats, and the type and extent of

verbal orders.

Pe r s on a I Incompati bili ty , Sometimes subtle personaH ty
clashes create communication blocks; sometimes issues are

b i t t d l"n te~ms ofpersonalized, rather than e ng . rea e L

org arri z a t I ona I or task needs. Sometimes there are power
. t t i wi th thestruggles to gain control of a group or a Sl ua lon,

result that true communication becomes almost nonexistent.
The manager can identify and analyze stress points (noticeab~e
tension or open conflict) to determine causes." It t s
important to remember that although some conflIcts are

" . . .c{ously recognized by theconSCiOUS, Tany are not cons ~

participants.

1 . tion Renewal, (Englewood, N. J. :Gordon L. Lippitt, Organlza .
Prentice-Hall, 1982), pp. 99-100.
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make

formidable reasons why the organizational communications theorist and

researcher studies and works. Because organizations and their

environments are growing and changing with extreme rapidity, theories

and techniques to deal with these organizational communication problems

have been and continue to be developed.

What theories do the organizational communication scholars propose

that would be beneficial for investigation by educational

administrators?

organizations.

Certainly most schools could be equated with large

Just as large organizations, schools also exist on

communications, procedures and policies. Schools also have many

organizational communication problems. More effective means of

communicating changes, policies, expectations, and addressing

communication problems would certainly enhance learning and the desired

outcome of the school organization.

Sanford, Hunt, and Bracey offer three components to their

organizational communication system: (1) the formal subsystem, (2) the

climate in which organizational communication takes place, and (3) the

interpersonal skills of organization members.

Formal Subsystem

Deci si on Maki ng

t ~.-----4
Produci ng

'"- ---).;1'. Ski 11s
Climate .....

Figure 7

The Organizational Communication System

Source: Sanford, Hunt, and Bracey, p. 184.
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Si nee this model represenr g. human org iiIcommunication, ...anz.at onawe expect failures in each
organization c subsystem.. Noan create a perfect communication
because people must operate the syste A system,m. rational approach
to organizational communication would b t ..e 0 expect the system
to operate effectively to the extent to which its human
operafors are effective. As humans fail thfail. ' e system will

HuntSanford, and Bracey further define each of the three

components of their organizational comm··unicatl·on tsys em.

The Formal Communication Subsystem

Structure is important in the organization, and it helps
determine the patterns of interaction among members. The
official communication linkages from the top of the structure
to the bottom constitute the formal communication subsystem.

The decision makers at the top of the structure
variety of positions which are assigned
organizational tasks, or jobs. The hierarchy
relationships ("above," "below") which accompany each
positions.

create a
spec LfLc
develops
of these

As each position in the structure is created, there is an
accompanying need for communication associated wi th that
position. The person in the position, in order to perform his
or her job adequately, needs information from positions above,
below, and equal with his or her own. This need exists
because the organization operates as a social system with each
position influencing each other position. To illustrate, let
us examine the role of the teacher in a typical high school
organization. If the school board adopts a new policy on
teacher grooming, the policy will affect teachers and they
need to know about it. Organizations. recognizing this
inherent need for communication, create a variety of formal
techniques, or channels, which are used by the structure to
transmit information to all positions. The school board may
use the teacher's supervisor (the assistant principal) and the
weekly employee newsletter to communicate the .new grooming
policy. There is a wide variety of available mechanical
(newsletter) and human (supervisor) channels within the formal

subsystem.

In an organization, there is an established formal
hi h '8 one component of the

communication subsystem w c ~
organizational communication subsystem which is one of the
consists of all the official and recognized communication
components of the organizational communication system. It

1 Sanford, Hunt. and Bracey. p. 184.
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Channe l s in the organiz ti i. .. a on, ncluding the interpersonal
relationship between superiors and k dsuuorinates. The formal
subsystem is most widely used for the transmission of work-
related information to ivar ous positions throughout the
structure.

The Climate in the Organization

The concept of climate refers to the atti tudes held by
members about the immediate environment in which communication
takes place wi thin their organization. In interpersonal
situations, the individual's communication is greatly
influenced by the behavior occurring around him or her. This
behavior is part of the climate of the organization.

We assume that people will have very strong feelings
about their organizations, and we assume that those feelings
will have an impact on the organizational communication
system•••• Attitudes about the organization held by members
can be said to significantly influence the information
transmitted on the formal subsystem.

of every work group,
Sometimes the climate

(or worse) than the

Climates are part of the composition
operating division, and organization.
of a particular work group is better
climate of the organization as a whole.

As with the formal subsystem, climate becomes part of the
organizational communication system by composing its
atti tudinal component. As the formal subsystem transmi t s
work-related information, climate provides the background in
which individuals formulate a reaction to the information they
recei ve , The same message transmi tted will probably have
different effects on each member of the intended audience.
Climate is but one of a number of variables likely to
influence this effects.

Interpersonal Ski 11s l!!. the Organization

There are several ways in which interpersonal skills
i nf luence organizational communication:

(i) Individuals must make decisions about which messages are
to be transmitted through the formal subsystem. A member at a
strategic position in the hierarchy must decide which.m~ssag~s
are sufficiently important to transmit. This d~c1s10n 1S
based on the individual's sensitivity and percept10ns about
the needs of his or her organization.

(2) Individuals must make decisions about which medium or
channel is most satisfactory for message transmisSi~~: ia~
variety of channels, ranging from the grapevine to ani °t 1c

filable to the commun ca or or
interoffice memorandum, are ava . h' h channel is
message sending. The member must dec1de w 1C h
likely to produce the appropriate response to his or er
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message. This decision should be basedd d i . on his or her
un ers tan i.ng of the func tion of each of the avai lable
channels and the requirements of the message (speed) accu racy ,
size of intended audience) and so on.)· ,

(3) Individual receivers must be able to interpret and apply a
message which has been communicated. The individual) in the
organization, is exposed to many potential messages. Those
messages which are most meaningful to him or her will be
processed, but he or she must also apply them to his or her
unique organizational situation. The individual's skill at
accomplishing this task will depend on his or her perceptual
and listening abilities.

(4) The accuracy of information transmission will depend upon
the individual's abilities to articulate an understandable
message. The i ndi vidual who sends a score of memoranda about
a pressing organizational problem will have no impact unless
his or her memoranda are understood by potential receivers.
Message articulation is a product of the sender's skill at
analyzing the needs and requirements of the intended
audd enc e t s ) •

As wi th the formal subsystem and climate) the combination
of interpersonal skills demonstrated by members is an
important component of the comprehensive organizational
communication system. The formal subsystem constitutes the
mechanism of official information within the organization
while the climate involves the attitudes of members toward
that information. Interpersonal skills determine the degree
of effectiveness of the formal subsystem for transmitting the
information. When the formal subsystem is operated by
ski llful communicators, it should communicate understandable
and trustworthy information, influencing the climate and, in
turn, help achieve organizational effectiveness. All three
subsystems are integrally linked and must operate at relative
peak efficiency to produce an effective organizational

. . 1commu ni.catLon system.

The organizational communication system facilitates two important

org ant.z a ti oria L processes: decision making and producing.

making depends upon complete and accurate information flowing through

In order for this
the organization to the appropriate decision makers.

to be achieved all three subsystems must operate properly.
The second

organi zati ona I h i tional communicationprocess strengthened by t e organ za .

1 Sanford, Hunt and Bracey, pP' 184-88.
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the organizations product.

This can only be completed if people know what they are to do and want

to do it. A breakdown in any of the three subsystems can result in lost

d . 1pro uc t r on ,

Another organizational communication thecry is dpresente· by

Goldhaber, Dennis, Richetto, and WHo. Their theory is based upon

Lawrence and Lorsch I s contingency theory which suggests that since

factors in the environment are changing so rapidly, there is no single

best way to run an organization.

The contingency view seeks to understand the
interrelationships within and among subsystems as well as
between the organization and its environment and to define
patterns of relationships or configurations and attempts to
understand how organizations operate under varying conditions
and specific circumstances. Contingency views are ultimately
directed toward suggesting organizational design a~d

managerial actions most appropriate for specific situations.

Just as there is no single best way to manage, so also there is no

one best way to communicate. Goldhaber e t a1. propose that the

communication process is influenced by many internal and external

constraints of the organization and its subsystems. These constraints

determine the status of the organization or its subsystems at any given

time and are dependent upon the state of the environmental suprasystem

3
and the states of the subsystem.

Those internal and external contingencies which most directly

affect the communication ( . at'on variables--personalsystem communlC·.L

variables, relational va r l abLe s , and organizational variables)

1 Sanford, Hunt and Bracey, p , 188.

2 Goldhaber et a1., p. 39.

3
Ibid., r- 39.
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ultimately affec t the amount of organizational i ntelligence in a sys tem.

maXimized,

effectivenessWhen the

the

of an organization's communication system is

organization is optimally positioned to cope .~ h
W.Lt any

poten ti ally unstable environment either external or internal to the
1

organization. Table 2 explains the communication contingencies.

Table 2

Communication Contingencies

amount of
current

Internal
Contingencies

1. Structural: degree of
formality and type of
structure chosen to organize
the functions and relation
ships in the organization.

2. Outputs: amount of di
versity and degree of quality
in the products/services.

External
Contingencies

1. Economic:
stability in
market/competition.

2. Technological: degree of
innovation with equipment,
science, research and
development.

3. Demographic: degree of
variation among employees in
such characteristics as age,
sex, education, tenure,
supervisory status.

3. Legal:
and federal
guidelines,

local, state,
regulations,

and laws.

4. Spatiotemporal: degree
of variation in both spatial
(design, amount, location,
distance) and temporal
(timi ng , timeliness) matters.

5. Tradi tional: degree of
conformi t.y wi th organization
al norms, history, and script.

Source: Goldhaber et a L, , p. 42.

1 Goldhaber et al., PP' 40-41.

4. Socia/political/cultural:
social, cultural, and
political considerations.

5. Environmental: climate,
geography, population densi
ty, and availability of
energy.
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can be seen in Table 2 the amount of intelli·g.enc.e. needed by an

organization depends upon the status of the contingencies.

rapid change more organizational intelligence is required.

In times of

The quality

of the organizations communication system will produce the amount of

and PERT is time-bound.

known intelligence j. the lower the quality the less known intelligence.

The gap or difference between the intelligence needed and the
intelligence possessed is the information power gap; the
greater this gap, the less the manager's chances for coping
with the environment. The condition of maximum danger to the
organization occurs when a high rate of change in
contingencies is coupled with an ineffective communication
system. This condition results in the largest gap between
intelligence needed and intelligence possessed, greatly
reducing the information power the1organization has to cope
with its probably overloaded state.

What then do Goldhaber et al., using the contingency viewpoint,

suggest as the organizational communication design and the methodology

for recommending appropriate managerial actions for specific situations?

The internal system of organizational communication that they propose is

2
the Functional Analysis System Technique (FAST). Figure 8 depicts the

FAST system.

Figure B shows that FAST looks very much like a PERT (Program

Evaluation Review Technique) program except that FAST is function-bound

Just as in a PERT, the FAST program requires

that the key program concepts be sequentially distinguished.

I .. h identified the most basic function of any
n our ca~e, we ave , ut (in the form of a
organizat~on as making some klnd of outp

) ' hi . have labeled (A). Nextproduct or service to others , t s we .
t hi bas i function we identify (B) pr i ma ryo t. s most asc ..,

1
Goldhaber et a1., p. 41

2
Ibid., p. 171.
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information events, (C). systems ofcommunication, and (D) human i . organizational
functions--which m..ak e th..·· npu t as our required sec d. . e accomplishment on ary
most basic function possible. of the organization's

Figure 8

The Internal System of
Organizational Communication

"How?" Tes t

_. - --
Occurrences happening - _.J-f

all the time the
functio~s_ar:... taking ~lace _ ...~<--__..:t...._":':::'::":

Grapevine
Uncertainty Absorption

Distortion
Message Competition

Message Conflict
Feedback

(A) ( B) (C) ( D)

}
I
iL~ __ ~ __ ~ (Performance Feedback) ~ ..... _ -'" __ ...... _ .... J

--,.---,--..,.--",- 7"" 7'-7

t

I

-t
I
I
t

Human Input

II Relational
Characteristics

Systems of
Organizational
Communication

Primary
Information

Events
Organization

Output
I

,if

[~~~~r:~c~~~h~~:n~~]
functions are taking

place
--'- ........ ----~'-

Source: Goldhaber e t s l «, p. 41

The most basic function and the required secondary functions
form the critical path of the FAST program. In order for this
critical path to be valid, it must meet a two-way test of
logic. First, from left to right, a "How?" test must be
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applied; and then, for the program to remain intact, from
right to left, a "Why?" test must succeed. Specifically., How
do we produce organization output? Through the use of primary
inform~tion events. How do we make use of primary information
events. Through systems of organizational communication. How
do we make use of these systems? Through human input.

The "Why?" test works similarly. Why do we make use of
human input? To provide systems of organizational
communication. Why do we have systems of organizational
communication? To use primary information events. Why do we
use primary information events? To produce organization
output.

AI though these logic tests may appear tedious, they
insure that (a) functions have not been assigned a critical
path priority which should be realistically subordinated
elsewhere in the FAST program, and that (b) other functions
have not been inadvertently excluded from the critical path
sequence. Together, then, with the logic tests appropriately
applied, we can conclude that our components of the internal
system of organizational communication fit a composite whole.
A1 together, we believe that the critical path functions
deri ved through this FAST procedure offer a convenient model
for any manager who is embarking upon a critical anflysis of
his organization's system of internal communication.

Other implications for the FAST program described in Figure 8 are:

1. A problem with anyone component on the FAST critical path
line will undoubtedly provoke problems for one or more of the
neighboring FAST components.

2. The quali ty and quantity of organizational output
increases to the extent that the critical path functions are
highly integrated with one another.

3. The system has a built-in self-correcting feature WhlCh
d·any management can employ to reestablish itself on a desire

course of organizational progression from which top management
perceives it has deviated.

control over "occurrences
path functions are taking

4. Management can exert some
happening all the time the critical
p1ace"--but not total control.

5. It
time and
critical

is the combination
those occurrences
path functions

of occurrences happening all the
happening some of the time the
are taking place that places

1 Goldhaber et a1., pp. 172-73.
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information-overload stress on th.·e 1organization.

the
are
the
at

constitute
communication system
When a problem with
be eqUipped to ask ,

In summary, the indi vid.ua.l. parts that
whole of an organization's internal
intricately bound to one another.
system occurs, the manager should
mi nimum, the following questions:

is1. W?at critical path function (or functions)
most d~rectly affected by the problem?

2. Is the problem caused by, or coincident with
anyone of the six occurrences that happen all of
the time the c r l tical path functions are taking
place? Why?

or coincident with,
seven occurrences that happen some of
critical path functions are taking

3. Is the problem caused by,
anyone of the
the time the
place? Why?

4. Is the problem caused by, or coincident wi th a,
combination of one or more of the six occurrences
that happen all of the time with one or more of the
seven occurrences that happen some of the time?
Why?

5. Is the problem caused by, or coincident with , a
combination of two of more of the six occurrences
that happen all of the time the critical path
functions are taking place? Why?

6. Is the problem caused by, or coincident with, a
combination of two or more of the seven occurrences
that happen some of the time the critical path
functions are taking place? Why?

In
isolate
treated
internal

other words, the objective here is to locate and
the most probable problem source so that it can be
and remedied without disturbing the rem2inder of the
system of organizational communication.

Can organizational communication help educational administrators?

If schools fall into the category of an organization engaged in a

communi ti than they most certai nl y could learn from.. ... ca on process· . .

organizational communication theory. Culnan and Bair's statement rings

1 Goldhaber et al., PP' 174-75.

2 Lbt d , , p , 178.
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truer now than earlier;

thespend

"communication is the iti 1crca· process in

organizations consist of people whobecauseorganiza tions

maJ'ority of their time communicating."l S hcools spend all their time

communicati ng ,

Conclusions

This review of the literature and research in management and

educational administration theory, education admi nistration

communication theory, and organizational communication has pointed to

several important conclusions that can be related to an organizational

communication model for large high schools.

Management theory has much to offer that can be included in the

area of educational administration. Most large high schools still

resemble the large bureaucracies that were prominent fifty years ago.

Since then important management techniques and theories have evolved.

Just as business must face the rapidly changing technologies and changes

of the current times. so also must education change and look to the

future if it is to keep current. The information age is upon us. "As

the information society continues its growth. there will be increased

public awareness of the importance of knowledge as capital. People will
,.,

increasingly realize that knowledge is not the same as information."L.

How are school leaders going to lead in the information society? What

knowledge must they possess?

For school principals to be effective leaders and communt cato r s of

1
CuLnan and Bai r , p , 215.

2i S hool District. Mt. Clemens,
T I Hac omb Intermed ate c '..!:..2.e.. ssues. I'

Michigan. 1986.
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they must be aware of the
management techniques that work

wi t h managing people today. Each school can be equated to an

organization or system unto itself. Teachers are the middle managers in

schools. If the leader of middl. .•. e managers is not aware of the

management techniques for good leadership, the system or organization

will certainly have problems. Furthermore, how can a leader of managers

identify the management techniques that are being used by middle

managers if not knowledgeable about the subject and not able to give

advice, expertise, and current trends on the subject.

Finally, why is it important to know management theory for a model

computer linked organizational communication system? The entire basis

of a communication system in management is based upon the theoretical

principles of the leader. Bureaucratic managers, for example, believed

only in downward communication. Using a computer as a means of

organizational communication in a bureaucratic model is useless and

would probably be less productive than using written communiques. On

the other hand, in an open systems environment, where sharing of

information is encouraged, where a flat organizational structure exists,

where many people need access to quick decisions made at a juncture

'f then t he mode l to be presented in Chap.• t.er III wi11pOlnt 0 leadership, . .. ..

most certainly enhance the communication process.

Chapter II also reviewed the li terature in educational

admini s tra tion ed.uca t i onal administration communicationtheory and

can be drawn f rom this review?theory. What conclusions

Fi r s t of all, the review of educational administration theory

reveals few systems,

wide communications.

i 1 app r oaches for schooltheories, or organizat ana

ag re ed that "communication is one ofThe authors
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the chief concerns of secondary school principals,,,l that it IIpermeates

every process of school life ,,,2 that it "t s the essential tool for the

administrator".3educational But no one writer gave an overall systems

approach or model that a practicing educational administrator could use.

Single issue communication subjects were addressed by many writers such

as preventing communication breakdowns, listening for better

communication, planning an effecti ve school ccnmuntcatfons.
.L .L program, etc.

But these do not address the total picture. As Stephen J. Knezevich has

wri t ten, "Up to this point in time the design and operation of effective

communication systems are the least understood dimensions of educational

. i . 4i ns t tu t t ons ,

Secondly, in reviewing the literature of educational administrative

communication theory, very little was contributed that could help the

practicing administrator to design and operate an effective

communications system for a school. Hoy and Miskel proposed six

generalizations for principals to follow. That is the problem. They

are generalizations and not complete designs of operational systems.

Hampton and Lauer proposed a threefold design. The attempt is to be

commended but it also fails the test of totality and design. Dorsey

proposed a communication model that is as complete as any proposed.

While completeness of design is essential, Dorsey's model fails in the

aspect that it is built solely on a decision making basis. His concept

of nets is very intriguing and shows some promise for future model

1
McCleary, p. 48.

2
Hoy and Miskel, p. 238.

3 Communication:" p. 1.
Valentine, "Audi t of Administrator

4 Knezevich, Administration of Public Education, 4th ed , p , 77.
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designers. Overall ~ the li terature review of educational administration

communication does not reveal a design and complete operational model

for an effective communication system in large high schools.

Because of the lack of a model and design for an effective

organizational communication system for a large high school, the area of

organizational communication was reviewed for help in establishing a

basis of knowledge that could be used for the model that is to be

presented in Chapter III. Although the field of organizational

communication is relatively new, in the last thirty years it has made a

significant impact upon the study of organizational structures,

processes, management, and especially communication. Using

organizational communication as the basis of knowledge, the model

presented in the following pages will address the communication needs,

problems J and processes of a large organization; sped fically,

organizational communication in a large high school.



CHAPTER III

A Model for Electronic Linkage.2!. Organizational
Communication in Large High Schools

Before proceeding into an explanation and discussion of the

electronic linkage of organizational communication in large high

schools. it would be appropriate to first become acquainted with the

discipline of model building and how a model fits into the scheme of

research and investigation.

Jenson and Clark use the term model as a part of theory building.

They quote Griffith as saying lilt is the aim of science to accomplish

three things concerning subject matter:

1
prediction."

description. explanation. and

Explanation is the business of theory. The purpose of theory
is to explain the interrelationships among phenomena. And
why? To achieve the final aim of science--that is,
prediction--to predict the anticipated and unanticipated
consequences of a particular action or set of actions. Theory
is the sine qua non of science. lt is the element which
transforms c2mmon sense and best guesses to predictive
p r obabLli ties.

But what is theory? According to Jenson and Clark. a theory is

"essentially a set of assumptions from which a set of empirical laws

1(principles) may be ded ved s " Theory is not however a personal bias; a

1 Theodore J. Jenson and David L. Clark, Educational Administration
(New York: The Center for Applied Research in Education. Inc , , 1964),

p. 64.

2 Ibid., p , 64.

102
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dream or flight of fancy; it is not philosophy; nor is it a taxonomy.

Theory is rather, an attempt to organize systemically the components of

2
a science.

Models have a significant relationship to theory and have a common,

general, and a specific association with theory.

In its general sense, model can be used to connote a schema,
paradigm, or classification which attempts to describe
phenomena ina systematic manner through the use of symbols or
classificatory categories, and which when applied to the study
of the phenomena are designed to be productive of relevant,
testable hypotheses.

Models may also be defined in terms of the isomorphic
rela ti on of phenomenon or concept to another. In this
context, a model of a well-defined phenomenon or concept is
employed to develop hypoth3ses, laws, or theories regarding a
less well-understood area.

William Monahan has a different viewpoint of models and model

construction. In general his belief is that models are a subject for

something else when the concepts of both are isomorphic. This means

that there is a one-to-one relationship between the concepts and

assumptions of the model and that which it represents in the observed

world and, furthermore J the relationships take on the same form.

Simply put, models allow us to characterize the phenomena in
which we are interested in such a fashion that we can "see"
mos t 0 f the components, thei r interrelationships, and
functions. The model lends itself to manipulation such that
we can predict the consequences of manipulation; i.e., if we
do something to component A we can "test" its consequences on
components B, C, and so on••••

By empi r i.c a L models, we refer to models that are based on
already known aspects of reality and by which the theorist or
researcher can be more cautious about overlooking the

1 Jenson and Clark, p. 68.

2
Ibid. 69., P .

3
Ibid. 69, p. .
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unintended consequences of some existing relationship or
effect in the analysis. The heuristic model on the other hand
does not take some exf.s t.Lng and known pattern and miniaturize
or otherwise reproduce it; this model is generated by the
assumptions and pos tu La t.e s conceived by the theorist. The
heuristic model is created whereas the empirical model is re
created.

Clearly it is impossible to build any kind of model
totally de nouveau--a model by definition has to be a model of
something. But the distinction we are making here is the
extent to which the model builder is behaving a priori or a
postereorl; that is, given that there have been public schools
in this country for a great many years, if one wants to
develop a kind of laboratory model (analytical and abstract or
cone rete and mechanical) of a school in order to study certain
aspects of it more conveniently and intensively, he is likely
to depend upon an empirical mode. But if there were no public
schools and one wanted to initiate such an institution. he
would be more dependent upon a heuristic mode. This is a
grossly distorted example but if it is remembered that models.
regardless of nomenclature. or structure. or 'function, are all
constructed simplifications of reality (and sometimes
distortions of important characteristics), then even this
example suffices as a kind of model of a model.

It is important to remember that even though models are
often used in the name of theory, and that sometimes
an advanced theory in one area may act as a model for a less
advanced area. theories and models are not equivalent.
Whe reas a theory is a logically re lated set of confirmed
generalizations. a model is constituted of propositions
confirmed for one set of problems but applied to another class
of problems. The major difference is that empirical theories
are first empirical laws from which more abstract
relationships can be derived. whereas scientific models first
consist of abstractions that are later interpreted into
empirically testable hypotheses.

Models are immensely useful in explicating and
illustrating theoretical systems and thereby helpful to the
theorist in deducing productive hypotheses from the theory
itself. It is for this reason that scholars sometimes say of
a particular mode I that it "generated much research" but what
they really mean is that the theory generated the research.
whereas the model merely helped to clarify dimensions of the
theory. In a similar vein, models are also useful in building
theory because they can provide iIlumi nation . of
inconsistencies and ambiguities in the interrelationshLp!
among assumption. suppositions, postulates, and derivations.

1 Wi lliam
Administration

G. Monahan. Theoretical Dimensions
(New York: Macmillan, 1975), pp , 88-91.

of Educational
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Certainly Monahan's views of a model expand upon and add to the

viewpoint of Jenson and Clark. However the differentiation of a model

from a theory certainly leaves much to be questioned.

May Brodbeck further questions the relationship of model to theory.

The fact is that the term model is used most ambiguously.
Nor is mathematical model any more precise since this term.
too. covers different general use is as a synonym for theory.
A scientific theory is a deductively connected set of laws or
generalizations. some of which, the axioms, logically imply
others, the theorems. A theory may be well or ill confirmed,
narrow or broad in scope. quantified or nonquantified. Model
is now frequently used for those theories which are either
highly speculative or quantified, or, most likely, both.
Thus. a guess about the connections between quantified
variables of an area. like psychology or economics, will
frequently be called a mathematical model. Such hypotheses
are mathematical only in the sense in which physics is
mathematical. That is, they are empirical generalizations
whose variables are quantified, so that we can say how much
one variable changes with changes in others. They share the
virtue of all quantified theories in permitting more precise
deduction and prediction.

If the laws of one theory have the same form as the laws
of another theory. one may be said to be a model for the
other. This is the second most general meaning of the term.
The laws of one area may suggest hypotheses about the form of
laws in another area. The notion of model as isomorphism of
laws is obviously symmetrical. However. when an area about
which we already know a good deal is used to suggest laws for
an area about which little is known, the familiar area
p r ovLd l ng the form of the laws may be called a model for the
new area. Thus, the biological theory of evolution may be
used as a model for social theory. Servomechanisms, like the
automatic pilot or thermostat, are now frequently evoked
models for learning and purposive behavior••••

When a model, either empirical or arithmetical, is used as a
sou r c e of hypotheses about the connections among the variables
of another area, it does not explain these hypotheses. It
merely suggests their form. If, however, these new hypotheses
are confirmed, they may be used to explain and predict new

knowledge.

1 May Brodbeck. "The Phi losophy of Science and. Educational
Research" in Theory Development and Educational Administrat~on, ed , by
Eddy J. 'Van Meter (New York: MSS Information Corporation, 1973), pp.

21-24.
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Brodbeck's definitions suggest that a model gives form to complex

It does not confirm or predict but helps to explain new

knowledge gained from the use of the model.

Dennis Forcese and Stephen Richer put their definition of a model

in a very basic manner: "a model is an imitation or an abstraction from

reaH t.y that is intended to order and to simplify OUr view of that

1reaH ty whi le s ti 11 capturing its essential charac te rt.s t.Ic.s ;"

That defini tion almost makes a model seem like it has to be a

three-dimensional structural imitation. However a model will often

consist of symbols rather than physical matter. Explained another way,

the characteristics of some phenomenon, including its variable

components, and the relationships among these components, will be

represented in the arrangements among the words or concepts agreed upon

in the discipline.
2

Models at various times have been termed taxonomies, conceptual

frameworks, or typologies. "These are literally inventories of concepts

relevant to some given phenomenon. They serve the function of pointing

3
out distinctions among phenomena--identifying types."

Because models include some suggestion of explanatory
relationships, we may speak of them as explanation sketches or
theory sketches (Dumont and Wilson, 1967, 43-44). Such
sketches suggest possible explanatory relationships among
variables--possible relationships rather than verified
relationships.

of a
they

The genesis of hypotheses is the more important function
mode 1. Models may organize our conceptual apparatus, but
also suggest relationships among these concepts and the

1 Denni s P. Fo rc e s e and Stephen Richer, Social Research Methods
(Englewood, C'l i f f s , N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1973), p , 38.

2
Ibid. 38., p ,

3 Ibid. 39, p. .
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Thus, models serve a guiding and exploratory function.
The relationships comprising the model, built up through
cumulati ve observation and speculative logic, are
relationships which might be profitably tested in the "real
world. The relationships of the model are hypotheses-
sometimes stated in a general form meant to apply to a broad
range of behavior, such as deviance in general rather than
cheati ng in particular. Thus, the researcher can deduce
testable relationships among variables from a conceptual
model.

A model, therefore, is an inevitable perceptual filter.
It will shape research in a scientific discipline by governing
the kinds of research questions which yill be posed, how they
are stated, and how they are examined.

Forcese and Richer are saying that models bring together

relationships about which descriptive hypotheses are used to explain

phenomena that might be expected. These models serve to guide and

explain these relationships which are built upon observations and

speculative logic. These models in' turn are then scrutinized by

research and testing and when verified as true become theories.

The unsuccessful testing of a model may be due to several factors:

1) in actuality the model is wrong and needs to be restated; 2) the

concepts have been poorly operationalized and are not really being

tested; 3) an illogical deduction of hypotheses is made from the model;

4) the research format used to test the hypotheses fails due to

2
inadequate control of variables.

S . -11·y test or pr ove an entire model.Clentists can never rea

However, by d e r i ving hypotheses from a model, testing the hypotheses I

1 Forcese and Richer, PP. 39-44.

2 I b i.d , , P p , 44-45.
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and verifying them, the verified outputs can become the bu i Ldf ng blocks

of theory.

Finally Robert M. W. Travers points out that "models are convenient

analogies. Models may sometimes provide a close representation of

whatever they represent, as a globe does. These are called replica

models. Models may be symbolic. The globe has some symbolic features,

such as the little black circles that represent cities, but some models

are comp letely symbolic, such as a table of organization showing the

various posl tions, who occupies them, and the interrelationship of the

positions."l

"Models are very useful ways of thinking about complex phenoaena ,

A good model can provide a very simple representation or quite complex

2
happeni ngs and make them more readily understood."

Using the above stated knowledge concerning models, how does it

apply to the electronic linkages model that will be proposed in the

following pages of this chapter? Is the electronic linkage model

analogic or symbolic? What complex phenomena will be more readily

understood and what complex happenings will be simplified for easier

u nd e r s t a nd i ng ? What concepts wi 11 be operationalized and what

hypotheses can be drawn from the model and the phenomena that it

represents? These questions will be answered as the Model for

Elect ronic Li nkage of Organizational communication in Large High Schools

is unfolded and explained.

Large high schools are large organizations. Organizational

1 Robert M. W. Travers, An Introduction to Educational Research

(New York: Macmillan, 1978), p , 56.

2
Ibid., p , 57.
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communication in a large organization is at best very difficult. It has

been said that large high schools operate with narrow, faulty, one-way

channels of communication. This is further compounded by the fact that

large high schools are typically organized as flat organizations. It is

therefore imperative that a method of communicating within the large

school organization be developed and be functionaL Without a

functional means of communicating within the organization that includes

each participant, the organization's effectiveness, morale, and

functions are greatly reduced.

In revi ewing the li terature concerning the educational models of

organizational communication for large high schools, it was found that

few models exist. Those models that were found; Hampton and Lauer, Hoy

and Miskel, Korsey, Knezevich, Lysaught, and Pulley addressed the issue

of communication but did nothing to present a functional methodology or

practice for administrators to implement within their schools that could

be utilized on a daily basis.

The discipline of Organizational Communication presented a model

that is used by business and industry. That model, the Functional

Analysis System Technique (FAST) is an internal system of organizational

c onnau nf.c a t t on that is function-bound. The FAST program assumes that the

basic func tion of an organization is the making of some kind of output

(in the form of a product or service to others). The FAST program

therefore requires that the key program concepts be sequentially

dis t1 ngu I shed.

This model contains the key components necessary for a large high

school organizational communication model. One key element that must be

accounted for however is the factor of sequential development. While

most large high schools move forward in a sequential method through the
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school's curriculum, each staff member Ls not coordinated with another.

The usual reali ty of schools is that each staff member is teaching a

curriculum totally different from another and that there are few

sequential factors connecting the staff. Therefore t it is important to

point out that each staff member exists as a middle manager in the large

school organization. Each staff member has his/her own sequential

development of curriculum that is followed. This curriculum sequential

development is tied into the overall organizational picture of what is

to be accomplished as an end product after four (or three) years of

study at a large high school. Because this sequence is over an extended

period of time, it is important that the organizational functions

involved in schools be assessed in light of the organizational output.

Large high schools are involved in the following major functions:

1) Academics (curriculum) which inc lude scheduling of classes t grading,

discipline, and attendance; 2) Activities which include scheduling and

transportation; 3) Management which includes budgeting and planning; and

4) Personne 1 which inc ludes evaluation and supervision. It is through

these major functions that students are taught and receive an education

which is the organization 's output. The major difference between a

large business and a service organization is that certain sequential

events are followed by an organization for the product or business

service to be completed. In schools the major functions are on-going on

8 daily basis and not necessarily sequential functions.

In exami ni ng the FAST program of GoLdhabe r et aL, , Figure 8 the

system of communication follows a linear pattern connected with the flow

of the organizational output. Schools, on the other hand, function in a

different organizational methodology. Du rf.ng each school day the major

functions of the organization are occurring for each individual student
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through each staff member. Because of this functional differentiation,

the following model is proposed for organizational communication in

large high schools. (See Figure 9)

The Electronic Linkage of Organizational Communication (ELOC)

utilizes, as its medium for communication, Electronic Mail and a

networked computer system. All personnel would be networked together

through their own computer terminal on which they could communicate with

everyone in the organization via the network computer system.

How would the ELOC create better organization communication in

large high schools? Examining the various organizational functions in

relationship to the primary information events in the ELOC will give the

best explanation of the model.

In the organizational day in nearly every large high school,

students attend classes according to a set schedule. Teachers teach

students according to this schedule. If there is to be any changef s ) in

that schedule ranging from the entire student body to just one student,

that must be communicated to one, or as many as all, staff members. If

an electronic means of communicating that information was not used, then

What kind of problems

one of the following methods would have to be

notification; 2) oral communication; or 3) both.

uti lized: 1) written

could be eliminated with an electronic medium to update schedule changes

either on a mass basis or individual basis? Certainly the "lost pape r"

communication problem would be immediately eliminated; thus information

would be more timely. Access to the information for rechecking or

doublechecking would be spontaneous.

Anothe r f unc tion i nvo I vi ng academics and primary information that

takes p lace on a d ai, ly basi sin nearly every large high school is
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Figure 9

Electronic Linkage of Organizational Communication
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individual student classroom attendance. Using anelectronlc computer

medium to link everyone to a centralized storage retrieval system would

eliminate numerous problems now facing most large high schools. In most

large high schools attendance is either written on a form or marked on

an op tical scan sheet. If there are 80 teachers teaching each class

period, these eighty forms must be collected, collated, synthesized, and

put into a reportable form. If a mistake is made, for instance the

student comes into class after the attendance sheets have been picked

up, then another piece of paper must be generated and sent to the

attendance center to take care of the error. By utl.Li.af ng an

electronically networked computer attendance system, staff members could

key in each student's attendance and send it electronically through the

system. In the case ci ted above, the necessary changes could be made

automatically when the event occurred. This would eliminate handling 80

pleces of paper multiplied by the number of class periods per day, 6 or

1, or approximately 500 pieces of attendance related papers per day.

The probabi 11 ty for error would be greatly decreased. Staff members

need a system to take care of attendance functions quickly and

efficiently so as not to lose valuable teaching time.

A thi rd f unc tion i nvo I vi ng academics and primary information takes

place on nearly a daily basis but not necessarily with each staff

member. Disciplinary procedures and problems with students could be

communicated to the proper school disciplinarians via electronic mail.

If a student is sent from class and is to report to the office, instead

of se nd Lng a note wi th the student, the staff member could notify the

office that the student has been sent and the reason for the student's

removal. This is also especially advantageous if immediate attention is

needed for a student that is ill or injured. This immediate
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communication linkage between staff members and the administration

should make each staff member feel more a total part of the organization

instead of being out somewhere in the bud IdLng isolated from everyone

else.

A fourth function involving academics and primary information is

used throughout the organization on a regular basis. Student grading on

an electronically networked computer system would make it possible for

staff members to: 1) keep current grades; 2) send out progress reports

as needed based upon the grades; 3) eliminate the marking of numerous

sheets or cards in order to transfer grades from g r adebooks to a device

for pri nti ng out grade reports; 4) give immediate access to grades for a

pa ren t confe renee; 5) make final grade reporting more accurate and

easier to accomplish; and 6) store gradebooks on tape or floppy disks

for easier retrieval purposes.

But more than these four primary information events} the ELOC model

also would provide the following fac tors for total organizational

communication that have been previously identified by Gordon Lippitt and

Leslie This. Each of the eleven major barriers found in organizational

communication will be addressed.

The first barrier to organizational communication is distance. The

physical distance of principals and associate principals from the staff

they supervi s.e creates di fficul ties. In some large high schools this

may even include being physically separated by different buildings. The

ELOC mode 1 for organizational communication can close the physical

barrier gap. Through the use of electronic mail, administrators can

communicate with an individual staff member, several, or all. The

advantage is that the sender need not necessarily wait for the receiver

to "answer the caller" as would be the case through a phone message or
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If all staff were already

communica t.I ng via the aforementioned prdmary information events, they

would be on-line at a minimum of five to six times daily. Thus staff

could check their "electronic mail" often enough to cross the void that

now exists through physical distance.

The second barrier to organizational communication is distortion.

So many times an issue is totally distorted because the problem cannot

be quickly addressed to everyone in the organization. As a result, the

issue or problem becomes complex and diffused before it can be

adequately addressed. The ELOC model would certainly help principals

and associate principals address issues or problems quickly and

efficiently before they evolve into rumors with many humanly attached

feelings, emotions, and psychological distortions. By being able to

communicate wi th single, multiple, or all staff through electronic

messages, everyone can be continually updated and informed.

The thi rd barrier to organizational communication in large high

schools is lack of leveling. Staff members usually find it hard to

"Teve L with ll their administrators. They find it hard to communicate

information for fear of how the administrator might react. This could

be addressed by the ELOC model because more frequent, accurate, and

time ly Lnf o r ma tion and di rec t communication f rom the administrator(s)

over time will break down this barrier. The ELOC model using electronic

mal I wi 11 certainly gi v e communication advantages that were previously

never in place.

The fourth barrier is lack of trust. Trust can either be sharpened

or dulled depending upon the communication from the administration. In

a large organization the slowness of written communication makes timely

communication almost Lmp o s s LbI e which in turn can effect trust. The
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ELOC model certainly wi 11 allow speedy access to a communication device

that all staff members will have access to on a daily basis.

The fifth barrier to organizational communication is

inaccessibi Ii t.y , When administrators are inaccessible communication

attempts will falloff. With electronic mail via a computerized network

system, the sender can send a message to an administrator who can return

the message when he is available or when attending to messages on his

computer. Physical separations are eliminated. Inaccessibility is

greatly reduced.

The sixth barrier to organizational communication is the ~ of

organization. In many organizations, including large high schools, the

distance between policy formulators and action implementers is great.

Those who imp lemen t policy or decisions may have no role in establishing

the policy or making the decision. However, by using the ELOG model, all

staff can give accurate and speedy input to decision and policy

d eve Lopmen t , Good communication between staff and administration can

gi ve to eve ry one in the organization ownership of policy making and

decisions.

The seventh barrier to organizational communication is the

communication~. Most large high schools are organized in such a way

as to best uti lize personnel in the dissemination of vital information.

Thi S o rg an i z.a ti onaI method can be through department heads, elec ted

representatives, or chosen representatives.

head or representative may miss a meeting.

Sometimes the department

Thus a gap in communication

is created. This problem can be easily addressed by the ELOC model.

With every staff member connected via the network system, all important

information and communications can be put on the system so that everyone
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has access to and is notified of the communication.

gap

ELOC.

The communication

that happens as a result of logistic problems can be solved via the

The eighth barrier to organizational communication as proposed by

Lippitt and This is lack of clear responsibilities. If there are

changes in an ongoing system, many times staff question whether or not

their responsibilities are to be changed also. In a large high school

organiza tion, these questions need to be answered in order not to create

a chaotic situation. The ELOC model can easily deal with these

situations and help speed communication to everyone throughout the

system.

The

channels.

ninth barrier to organizational communication is

Most large organizations have a formal channel of authority

or formal organizational chart. Large high schools are often

constructed in the same manner. This formal manner of dealing with

people, problems, or ideas can c reate a large barrier to effective

communication. However if all staff persons in a large high school were

connected by an electronic mail system, the formal barriers would drop

and information flow, give and take, would increase. The vital essence

of every organization, the free flow of information, would be greatly

enhanced in large high schools by the ELOC model.

The tenth barrier to organizational communication in large high

schools is semantic differences. Connotations and different meanings to

words can cause serious communication problems. If a principal were to

put out a written memorandum to his staff which caused confusion due to

the wording used, many times staff members will apply their own

interpretation because it would take too long to check out the real

interpretation. Using the ELOC model, semantic problems could be
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Because staff members could communicate quickly and

the principal, the correct interpretation could be

given to all staff.

The eleventh barrier to organizational communication is personal

incompatibility. Because we are human, sometimes subtle personality

clashes create communication blocks. Sometimes issues are personalized

instead of being treated in terms of organizational or task needs. Many

times these personali ty clashes can be addressed at a different level.

The ELOC model presents a different level of communication on which to

communicate. By use of electronic means, face-to-face communication can

be avoided and possibly the incompatible personality issues would be

dropped also. ELOC certainly can help provide a means of communicating

that could be less strained.

Are there other uses of the ELOC model that should be investigated?

All possible means and methods of communication must be addressed.

Certainly one of the most vi tal uses of a networked computer system

for schools would be in the area of curriculum. What better way to be

able to share information, build upon what other areas are doing, or to

fully coordinate and sequentially develop the learning experiences for

students? Vi tal information, course obj ec t I ves, daily objectives and

lesson plans, tests, and extra information could be organized and kept

but a few key strokes from the teacher's reach.

The whole area of curriculum and lesson planning would certainly

be enhanced by computerization since substitutes could easily key in to

the past, look a t the present, and look at the future curriculum

offerings to get a better grasp at what is offered for the students

that day or longer when necessary.

A network computer system would also allow teachers to keep
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individualized student educational plans. Students could be challenged

with material that meets their educational needs and thus benefit from

materials and objec ti ve s that promote learning but not be too easy nor

too difficult to master. A tremendous advantage to this would be that

students could work at their own rate of learning. Students would not

have to be held back if they wanted to go ahead nor would they be forced

to go faster than they are able.

An administrative advantage to having the curriculum on a networked

system would be the capabi li ty to moni tor what is being taught and to

ensure some resemblance of quality control for all students. True

equali ty in education can then be a reali ty instead of a philosophical

statement.

The Elec t r oni,c Li nkage of Organizational Communication Model may

appear to promote the idea that face-to-face communications would cease

to be needed in large high school organizations. This is certainly

farthest from the model's ideals. The ELOC Model would be an

enhancement to and a clarification process for better face-to-face

communication opportunities. If everyone in an organization can feel

that they are better informed, a part of, and a contributor to the total

organization, then face-to-face communication in the organization will

be enhanced. Many times after a personal contact with a staff member,

the principal needs to follow up with some type of message or request

for further qualifying questions. The ELOC model would make it possible

to communicate or find out clarifying questions that can help the

principal make a better decision.

If a networked computerized organizational communication system

were installed in a large high school, what implementation principles

should be followed? Mary Culnan and James Bair have researched this
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issue and propose the following principles in order to provide a smooth

transi tion to new communication methods minimizing the possibility of

user rejection.

1) An adequate level of usage must be maintained. Daily use
is necessary if a system is to support interpersonal
communication among members of an organization.

2) The equipment must be avai lable to each user at all times
during the day.

3) Co-workers must also be system users. It is difficult to
resist using a system that is used by all of one's peers in an
organization.

4) There must be a need to communicate within the user groups.
When there is no explicit need to communicate> the use of a
system designed to support interpersonal communication becomes
meani ng less.

5) To encourage acceptance of the system, there must be a
critical mass of users with access to the system. Without
such a c r Ltical mass, an individual still will be forced to
rely on customary modes to communicate with those who are not
using the system.

6) Adequate user support must be provided. This support
shou ld take two forms: ii r s t , to management support for the
use of the system. and second, support for the individual user
in the form of training, documentation'1 and on-going
consultation related to the use of the system.

These general implementation principles. based upon the experiences

of actual office system's implementation, should certainly be

investigated before trying to implement the BLOC model. The very first

principle would easily be addressed in the ELOC model when used in large

high schools. The primary information events of the daily schedule and

daily attendance would make it mandatory for every staff member in a

large high school to use the computer system, thus making it more likely

that each staff member would begin to find out the advantages of

1 Cu Irran and Ba i r , p , 220.
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Daily usage would be maintained by

The second implementation principle that equipment must be

available to each user at all times during the day would also be

addressed by the ELOC model. Each staff member in the ELOC model would

have at their teaching station and work area. an interactive terminal

that is networked into the computerized system. Thus equipment would be

readily available to all users at all times.

The third principle of implementation cited by Culnan and Baf.r is

that co-workers must be system users. The ELOC model addresses this

issue also; since every staff member is to be linked on the network

system, all co-workers would be system-users. It is also vi tal for

correct information flow, that all support personnel such as

secretarial/clerical workers and the head custodian be linked on the

network system in the ELOC model for large high schools. Because some

work that must be carried out is handled by support personnel, they

also must be included in the information flow.

The fourth principal, that there must be a need to communicate

within the user groups, is easily defined by the needs of large high

schools in the ELOC model. The communication of attendance, scholastic

information, discipline incidents and follow up, announcements. and a

continual list of messages either for students or staff members could be

daily functions of all users. The daily need for all users on the

system to Use the system exists and can be taken advantage of qutckIy

and efficiently.

To encourage acceptance of the system. there must be a critical

mass of users with access to the system is the fifth implementation

p r Lnc Lp Le , It is the p remi se of the ELOC model for large high schools
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that all staff be users with complete access to the system. Therefore

the cri tical mass of users will be all staff and because of the daily

nature of some of the information functions, all staff will become daily

users in the ELOC model.

The sixth principle of implementation that adequate user support

must be provided 1s probably the key to any computer network user

system. Without complete and on-going training and support, the system

users will never continue to investigate new added features of the

computer system. To encourage and model the use of the system, it is

imperati ve that the administrators in a large high school using the ELOC

model mus t also be totally c otanri tted to and be users of the system.

Without that modeling and support the system will soon be by-passed and

tradi tional modes of communication will be relied upon.

In summary, the Elec t r onf.c Linking of Organizational Communication

in Large High Schools Model can be a very valuable methodology and

framework for the establishment of a total organizational communication

model for large high schools. Consider a large high school as a large

organization, and each staff member as a manager; the computerized

network u s L ng e lec t r onl c mai 1 and other information functions are

similar to a large c orp o r a t Lon which has many plants spread out across

the country and communicates vi tal t nf o rtae t Lon on a daily basts via

modem and terminals. The major communication problem in large high

schools has been how to Unk all staff members together with a system

that is efficient and, at the same time, utilitarian. The ELOC model is

a physical linkage of communication which takes advantage of that

"efficient and, at the same time, uti 1i t arf an" principle and

incorporates primary information events that happen on a daily basis

with all staff for the continuous functioning of the goals of the total
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organization, thus meeting the organizational communication needs of a

large high school.



Chapter IV

Evaluation

How could the Electronic Linkage of Organization Communication in

Large High Schools Model be evaluated? Should this evaluation process

be implemented prior to implementation of the model? What designs could

be used to fully evaluate the ELOC model?

Since the ELOC model is based upon a computer network linkage of

all staff members in a large high school, Lt would be very difficult at

this time to find a suitable site to implement the model without first

i ncurri ng hardware and sof tware computer costs that could ron into

thousands 0 E do lla r s , Could an evaluation design be implemented that

could test the model without first incurring a large cost for computer

hardware and software?

One methodology would be to construct a survey of organizational

communica ti on p r ob lems in large high schools. Once constructed and

validated through pretesting, the survey questionnaire could be

administered to selected large high schools and the data concerning

their organizational communication problems compared. Once the data has

been compiled, the ELOC model could be compared to the survey findings

to see what types of projected impact the model could have upon the

identified organizational communication problems. Several problems

exist wi th this type of evaluation method. First, the survey design

could be cons t rue ted t.ha t would collect only data concerning

organizational communication problems that the model would address.

124
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Second, given that a valid survey could be constructed, the comparison

of the model to the identified problems could easily be done even if the

model could not meet the need in reality because of time, space, or

other unforeseen people and mechanical problems that the model design

can not address. For these reasons this evaluation design should be

rejected.

A second evaluation design for the ELOC model could be termed as

Experimental Design I. Since the major factor involved is the cost of

computer hardware and sof tware perhaps the model design could be tested

by experimenting with one department.

How would the experimental design be set up? First an experimental

group would be selected. This could be an English Department in a large

high school. This group would first be pretested on their perceptions

of methods used for organizational communication. This group would then

be trained and the ELOC model implemented with this group linked via

computers to the school t s administrative offices and procedures as per

the ELOC model design. A count would then be made of all the actual

communication uses of the model design computer linkage. After an 18

week period, the control group would be post tested on their perceptions

of methods used for organizational communication and the pre and post

tests compared.

A second control group for Experimental Design I would need to be

selected. This group should be an English Department in a similar high

sc hoo 1 wi th a s I mt La r organizational arrangement. This control group

would be administered the same pretest and post test as the experimental

group. A count would be made of the various organizational

communication methods used and the frequency of the use during the

experimental time period of 18 weeks.
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The Experimental Design I methodology offers some valid research

approaches to the study of the ELOC model. The major problem with this

type of design is the fact that the scope and nature of the ELOe model

is total organizational communication. The Design I approach does not

take into account the fact that in large high schools there are many

departments and each department functions differently from the others.

It is these differentiations and the needs of each department that the

ELoe mode 1 wou ld hope to address. Therefore, Experimental Design I does

not seem to meet the evaluation criteria needed.

Another approach to experimental research for the ELOe model would

be the complete implementation of the ELOC model system into a large
•

high school and, using the design methodology of Experimental Design I

presented earlier, compare two similar large high schools'

organizati onal communication systems. This type of experimental study

"lOU Ld yie Ld valuable data concerning the effectiveness of the ELOe

model.

Hoveve r , due to so many variables and the magnitude of the type of

research being conducted, the best evaluative approach might be in the

area of quali t a t I ve research such as educational ethnography.

What is the purpose of educational ethnography?

The purpose of educational ethnography is to provt de
rich, descripti.ve data about the contexts, activities, and
beliefs of p a r t Lc Lpant.a in educational settings. Typically,
such data represent educational processes as they occur. The
results of these processes are examined within the whole
phenomenon; isolation of outco.es is rarely considered.
Educational ethnography has been used .for eVal~ation, for
descriptive research, and for theoretical inquiry.

1 Judi th Pre t s sl.e Goetz and Margaret Diane LeConpte , Ethnography
and waH tati ve Design in Educational Research (Orlando, Fla.: Academic
Press, Inc., 1984), p , 17.
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What can educational ethnography provide for researchers to look

at'?

E.thnography and its qualitative design variants provide
educational and other social researchers with alternatives for
describing, interpreting, and explaining the social world and
the operation of educational phenomena with this world.
Substanti ve constructs generated wi thin the various social and
applied sciences that influence educational ethnography
provide diverse perspectives toward education and contribute
to the authentic portrayal of a complex, multifaceted human
society.

E.ducational ethnographers examine the processes of
teaching and learning; the intended and unintended
consequences of observed interaction patterns; the
relationships among such educational actors as parents,
teachers, and learners; and the sociocultural contexts within
which nurturing, teaching, and learning occur. They
investigate the variety of forms education takes across
cultures and among subgroups within society, the manifest and
latent functions of educational structures and processes, and
the conflic ts generated when socializing agents are confronted
by rapid social change. They document the lives of individual
teachers, students, and administrators for unique and common
patterns of experience, outlook, and response.

The outcomes of educational ethnography contribute to
improvement in educational and school practice in several
ways. They strengthen the overalt research upon which many
innovations and policies are based.

Goe tz and LeCompte further spec I fy what a thorough report of an

ethnographic or quasi-ethnographic study would include. They are: I)

the focus and purpose of the study and the questions it addressed; 2)

the research model or des n used and justification for its choice; 3)

the participants or subjects of the study and the set t LngCs ) and

contexte 8) i nve s t Lg a t ed ; 4) re searche I' experience and roles assumed in

the study; 5) data collection strategies used in the study; 6)

techniques used to analyze the data collected during the study;

1
Goetz and LeCompte, pp. 31-32.
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7) findings of the study and their interpretations andapplications. 1

Why suggest using this method of evaluation versus the surveyor

experimental design structure when Goetz and LeCompte say that

" educational ethnography is nei ther an independent discipline nor, as

2
yet, even a well-defined field of investigation. Perhaps, because even

though not a well defined field of investigation, educational

ethnography can give a more complete evaluation process to the BLOC

model than any other research design.

The purpose of educational ethnography is to provide rich,

descripti ve da t a abou t contexts, ac ti vi ties, and beliefs of participants

in educational settings. This data would certainly be more valuable to

the ELOC model user than any survey finds or experimental design

structure. The survey method will yield only data on those elements

which are questioned. The experimental design process will yield data

only on those variables which are designed to be studied. The

educational ethnography approach takes a look at the entire educational

setting, structure, and process. It will look at human variables as

well as machine variables in conjunction with the entire model make up

and de pattern. The approach of the educational ethnographer's

report would be descriptive data that can be used for further model

enhancement and reconstruction.

Perhaps the best way to utilize the ethnographic approach to

e va Lu a ti on 0 f the ELOC mode 1 would be to use it in two phases. The

first phase would be to study the organizational communication patterns

1
Goetz and LeCompte. pp. 31-32.

2
IbI d ; , p. 18.
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and processes of a large high school before implementation of the ELOC

model. All organizational communication aspects including the dynamics

between people could be described through this evaluation methodology.

The second phase of a dual educational ethnographical evaluation of

the ELOC model would be the study of the organizational communication

patterns and processes after all staff members have been linked via

computer networking as the ELOC model proposes. By using the

ethnography approach, all phases of the ELOC model could be evaluated:

the organizational functions; the primary information events; the system

of o rg anf.z a tional communication; and human input. Ethnography f s

descripti ve data approach would provide greater detail and explanation

of trend s and events whe re as a surveyor experimental methodology does

not give this dimension.

The f i.na L step in the two phase ethnographic evaluation approach

would be to compare phase one with phase two. If the ELOC model Ls

t ru Ly valuable and an asset for organizational communication and the

goals of the organization, It will be pointed out in the second

ethnographic report. Organizational communication problems pointed out

in the phase one study should have been addressed by the ELOC model and

the phase two study would report this finding.

In summary, the most valuable methodology for evaluating the ELOC

model seems to be the educational ethnography approach. More valuable

data would seem to be generated by this approach which could in turn be

used for further model research and implementation.



Chapter V

Conclusions

Can a model for electronic linkage of organizational communication

in large high schools be developed to meet the communication,

information, and organizational communication needs of large high

schools? It has been the purpose of this study to create the ELOC

model. Through a review of the 11 te rature it was found that educational

administration theory is based heavily upon management theory and that

educational administrative principles come directly from management

thea ry.

In Lnve st Lg a ti ng edueat ional admi nistration communication theory,

no s LgnI fieant theories or sets of principles were found which could

practitioners of educational administration. How does a

practicing high school principal establish a sound organizational

communication system if there are no significant theories, models, or

ideals on which to base that practice? However, many of the writers

frantically ace La Lmad the need for a sound, efficient, and effective

organizational communication system for high schools.

Since educational administrative theory gave few clues as to models

and theories for organizational communication. the relatively new field

of study --organizational communication --was reviewed in order to more

i30
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fully investigate models for organizational communication in large high

schools. Several models were reviewed for possible adaptation to the

educational structure and environment. These models, their principles

and obj ecti ve s , were reviewed for ideas and principles that could be

included into the model for electronic linkage of organizational

communication in large high schools.

The ELOC model was created to meet the needs of organizational

communication in large high schools. As the review of the literature

pointed out few communication system models, let alone organizational

communication, exist for practicing school administrators to follow or

utilize. The ELOC model was able to address the eleven identified major

problems in organizational communication. The model is practical in the

sense that it can bring about a system of organizational communication

to large high schools that has never existed previously. The ELOC model

is utilitarian in the sense that it can be utilized not only for

organizational communication needs but that it can also be continually

expanded wi th inc reases in technology and information. The ELOC mode 1

is the only avai lable model created for the educational structure of

schools as they currently exist which can meet the organizational

communication needs of the large high school operation. Large schools

are large organizations and as such they need to move from the

bureaucratic age to the information technology age. Finally the model

for elect ro nf c li nkag e of organizational communication in large high

schoo Is is a to tal e nvl r onme n t organizational communication model

adapted to the structure and constraints of the large high school

organization that can continually be expanded as technology expands our

environments and our uses of information processing.
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Implications

A model for organizational communication in large high schools has

been identified. What other areas connected to the model need to be

addressed in order for the model to be used?

One major consideration that must first be addressed in the EWe

model is the type of compute r hardware and software to be utilized. If

each staff member in a large high school is to have a personal computer

terminal, then all the hardware and software must be compatible. The

decision as to what hardware and software to use should best be left up

to the indi vidual needs and preferences of each large htgh school

organization.

The second major factor that must be addressed is the cost of a

complete Ln t e r ac ti ve computer system that would link each staff member

by means of e lee t ronie communication. Would the cost of such a system

be realized through greater educational benefits to students? A

thorough study of the ELOC model and its overall implications for

education would need to be undertaken to answer this question. It is

the belief of many writers that some type of overall use of the

computer/information technology must soon be implemented by schools in

order to keep up with the continual expanding information age.

The thi r d major factor to be addressed is how to implement the BLOC

model to staff members who probably have never used a computer. wllat

type of implementation procedures must be used that would: ensure that

the system is not defeated by reluctant users? Several daily processes

that are unique to schools such as attendance, grading, and daily

announcements. can be used as processes for total staff implementation

procedures.

Finally, how can the ELOC model be evaluated for possible Use
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thout a full blown monetary investment and implementation of the

model? Chapter IV has briefly addressed this issue. Perha.ps

comparisons of 0 ther organizational communica tion models in business and

industry to the ELOC model in relation to large high school structures

would give a meaningful i ni t La I appraisal of its I utiIi ty , practicality,

and use as a total organizational communication system.

The mode 1 for elec t r onf.c linkage of organizational communication in

large high schools must have considerable further study. Many factors

such as cost, implementation processes, and evaluation need to be

addressed. Howeve r the ELOC model does provide a methodology and model

to implement a structure which could take high schools and the

educational process out of the bureaucratic age into the high technology

information age.
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